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 Page of A. H. MacKay’s ledger of phenological observations

 Judge’s ribbon, Western Counties Divisional Exhibition, 1896
 
 
  
 
  
 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 









   



“Zoological Garden” created and displayed by taxidermist Benjamin Doane, Jr. The

  




that we couldn’t tell whether the rest of him was there or not. 

 

 dn’t be
 
c] over Mr. Doane’s workmanship she said to her husband: “
” “” “ 
I’m so glad. I never saw an owl before; and what is that great ugly looking head
” “” “”


“”







 

——



  





 





“pointed nose streaked tail” was described as “a strange animal,

” fter being “brought out for

examination … only the most ancient hunters could classify it” as a raccoon, though the

 



 

  

from access to the full range of cultural meanings circulating in one’s society. The



an outsider. To note that “she couldn’t be from Kempt,” 

 

been visiting from “the city.” 



 





  




out the logs at a merry rate. … A rather unique lumbering crew may be seen
hauling logs to Ogilvie’s Brook. Peter Hurle
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a set of “large scales” at his store, the newspaper correspondent remarking that this was

something “new in our valley, and no doubt will be kept in const
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 positioned an ostensibly sighted newspaper reader in relation to the “rather

unique” experiences of Hurley, Streatch, and Shaw, provok

  of the reader’s own eyesight.



  

 

Barrington Passage … is well marked by buoys; and the value of the [ship’s]
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 arching “way of seeing” that is part of the

    

  



concept of “skilled visions,” which she  “in the plural, to acknowledge a

 

within different kinds of apprenticeship, and are differently embodied.” Studies 

 “stress the importance of local rules and highlight the processes by which

 socially.” 

  “one ‘learns

to see’ in cultural ways,” and in ways that are embedded in multi

  

 

 Cristina Grasseni, “Skilled Visions: Toward an Ecology of Visual Inscriptions,” in  

   
  
 
 Grasseni, “Skilled Visions,” 





  

 

     

  

    

 

   



    



 

  

   

   

  

 







 

 









 



 







effects, cultural forms, and transformations of what Lynn Thomas has called “the

ideological and institutional formations that make up modernity,” in ways that illuminate



 





 





 

cultural forms that changed rural Canada in the nineteenth century “were not the

  

 “Historians and the Question of ‘Modernity’: 
Roundtable,”  –
 Lynn M. Thomas, “Modernity’s Failings, Political Claims, and Intermediate Concepts,” 
    


    
 
Queen’s University Press, 1994  
 Queen’s






pernicious effects of modernity’s penetration of a traditional countryside but were instead

ts of the modern world.”  

    



      

   

 

 

   

  

structure) were not sites of “resistance,” but rather sites of



  

  



 “it might be more productive to





others come to be deemed global and universal.” 

       

  
 Queen’
 Tina Loo, “High Modernism, Conflict, and the Nature of Change in Canada: A Look at 
,”  –





 



   

 

 

    

 

   

 





  

 

   

 





   



   

   
 Queen’s University Press, 2000); Stephen Hornsby and John G.
  
Queen’s University Press, 2005); Colin D. Howell, 





 



 

  

 

   

      

 

     

   

    

 that Canada had become “urban” by 1921. In fact, it

   

  

  





   

 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995); Sasha Mullally, “Unpacking the Black Bag: Rural
1950” (PhD diss,
 
 
   

  Canada’s Rural Majority: Households, Environments, and Economies, 1870
ronto Press, 2016), 9; R. W. Sandwell, “Notes toward a History of Rural
1940,” in 
–
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  Nova Scotia’s eighteen  

  

 

room school in Port Joli, Queen’s County.   
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  Canada’s Rural Majority–





   small and all would also fit comfortably within Sandwell’s

    



. “The distinction,” he wrote,

“ ‘’  ‘’ … 



” 

 

  

   

 identifying with a rural “view point,” even

  

 

     







 

  

   

 — Descartes called “the

   





 s”—

  “knowledge.”    

   



  he privileging of vision happened “quite

e of the other senses.” 

 —











 The idea of literacy as a “great divide,” marking a new sensory ratio that privileged vision,  
 
  
  
  

 “a series 
could be done on the sensory underpinnings of thought in different periods.” He wrote, “


in a necessary link with their need to know.”  


 

       
 

  ; “The Senses in American History: A Roundtable,” 
 –451; “The Senses in History:  Forum,” 
 – “Notes for a More Sensuous History of Twentieth
Canada: The Timely, the Tacit, and the Material Body,”  
–    
   
  
 







   

  

  



   

 unique “sensory models” of various societies





 

field, writes, “t

 ” 

 

 “The decreed hierarchy of the senses both ordered and reflected



t possible to distinguish” 

  
   
 
 (Los Angeles: SAGE, 2008); W. J. T. Mitchell, “Showing Seeing: A Critique of Visual Culture,”
 –   
   
  
 Constance Classen, “Foundations for an Anthropology of the Senses,” 
   Constance Classen, “Sweet Colors, Fragrant Songs: Sensory
Models of the Andes and the Amazon,”  –
   
 


   





   

 



 “living history” contexts

  

 



  

 

  

    

  Parr called for “century Canada.” The

  significant: Parr situated the possibility of “reclaim[ing] more

of the past whole sensing bodies have known” in the growing archive of visual and aural

 

 Alain Corbin, “Charting the Cultural History of the Senses,” in 
  
 
 
  

  
   


 Mark M. Smith, “Producing Sense, Consuming Sense, Making Sense: Perils and Prospects for Sensory
History,”  – –
 Parr, “Notes for a More Sensuous History,” 721, 722. 
to take up sensory history, it is worth noting that Parr’s article was part of the same  
century reflections by prominent historians as Ian McKay’s now “The Liberal
: A Prospectus for a Reconnaissance of Canadian History,” 
–





  

 “That human bodies are conditioned by the circumstances of time and place is





e, relationships enduring in the place and now passed out of mind.”

n his foreword to Parr’s book, Graeme Wynn is somewhat “less sanguine,”

and I can personally confirm his “suspicion that initiating a conversation about a study of

 

the census.” 
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 Graeme Wynn, “‘Now I Am Ready to Tell How Bodies Are Changed  Different Bodies,’” 
 

   
 
    
 Bruce Curtis, “‘I Can Tell by
Way You Smell’: Dietetics, Smell, Social Theory,”  –
Deborah Davis Jackson, “Scents of Place: The Dysplacement of a First Nations Community in Canada,”
 –reer and Laura Cameron, “‘Swee
Da’: Sensuous Landscapes of Birdwatching in the Eastern Provinces, 1900–1939,”
 –48; Lianne McTavish, “Learning to See in New Brunswick, 1862
1929,”   –







city, not so much of vision as a sense, but of visuality: “the distinct

historical manifestations of visual experience in all its possible modes.” Considered

   s “the many



see this seeing.” 

——



broadly. Like the “sensory models” of anthropology, Martin Jay’s notion of a “plurality

mes” in art history establi

 as internally cohesive, yet always contested, breaking with “the fiction of

a ‘true’ vision.”

The notion that certain cultures are, or have been, more or less “visual” than



 

saturated postmodern present. For example, W. J. T. Mitchell’s

  describes an interpretive framework that centres “the problem of

pictorial representation,” a success   

 
   
 
—
— Nicholas Mirzoeff, “On Visuality,” 
 – 

 Martin Jay, “Scopic Regimes of Modernity,” in 
  
  








     

  



  

   

 



 





  

 W. J. T. Mitchell, “The Pictorial Turn,” in 
 
 
Marquard Smith, “Visual Culture Studies: History, Theory, Practice,” in 
 –
   
   
  
   
Jeannene M. Przyblyski, “Visual Culture’s History: Twenty
Century Objects,” in 
–
 
   
 
   
Queen’s University Press, 2001); Carol Payne, The Official Picture: The National Film Board of Canada’s
 Queen’s University
 
Queen’s University Press, 2011); Carol Williams, 
 
  
  
 Queen’s University Press, 2015).





  

 

 Walden’s chapter is 

   

looking, in which it was “necessary to observe others without seeming to be an observer.”

He writes that “gazing was an acquired skill” and that a “lack of control over the eye was

n of country origins.”

description of urban opinions, Walden’s presentation of it universalizes this perspective

   



  

      

 

     



 



 

  



   
–70; McTavish, “Learning to See.”
   
 





     

  

  

  “to liberate us fro

our own culture’s social, i”

   

  

   

 

  





 





 David Howes, “To Summon All the Senses,” in 
 
 
James W. Cook, “Seeing the Visual in U.S. History,”  –
  
–19; Tim Ingold, “Stop, Lo
and Human Movement,” in 
– 
 
   Screening the Body: Tracing Medicine’s Visual Culture 
 
 

  
 
 
 





——





 

 in the dictum “visibility is a trap.” 

  

 



      

   Foucault’s conceptualization of power. This 

   “

become a thing to look at”    “th

” in particular “the doctor’s discursive, reflective perception”—

   

 

 

function of the eye and Foucault notes the exclusion of “hearsay,” of taste and smell, and

   

rested on a reprioritization of the senses: “The a

   
Grove Press, 1967); Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,”  –
  
   

  
 
 







”

   has called Foucault’s

“visibilities,” which, he clarifies, “are neither the acts of a seeing subject nor the 

visual meaning.” : “each

 

ns relating to statements.” 



 

 “if things close up again afterwards, visibilities

become hazy or blurred to the point where ‘selfevident’ phenomena cannot be grasped

by another age.”

Foucault’s insights  

  

     

     

 

     

    

  

    
er Benjamin’s warning that “every image of the past that is not recognized
by the present as one of its own concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably,” and, indeed, invokes the
Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” in 
 
   –
 –





    

   

   

        

   

  the doctor’s glance, the naturalist’s   



 

    

   

 

 

   



This interpretation of Foucault’s relationship to vision notwithstanding, 

  

his work, “the ocularcentrism of those who praised the ‘nobility of sight’ was not so



privilege produced in the modern world was damned as almost entirely pernicious.” 

  Foucault’s 

    

  
  see the section “On Hating Empires Images Properly,”
 Sumathi Ramaswamy, “The Work of Vision in the Age of European Empires,” in 
–





    

      

 





 

“recontextualize and possibly rephrase the debate on ocularcentrism … taking into

 vision, by opposing skilled visions, in the plural, to it.”

 

notion of “the gaze as per se dominating, and of vision as per se abstracting and

riential check.” 



to assess their functional “beauty,” and how these local skills are being transmitted and



 

and livelihoods, “not as a disembodied ‘overview’ from nowhere, but as a capacity to

tain way as a result of training.”



 

 

    
  ; Cristina Grasseni, “Designer Cows: The Practice of
Cattle Breeding Between Skill and Standardization,”  –
Grasseni, “Disciplining Vision in Animal Biotechnology,”  –
  





 



 

 

 

 





     

    

  This is consistent with Lennard Davis’s

  as “part of a historically constructed discourse,

an ideology of thinking about the body under certain historical circumstances.”

  “





of variation in terms of visual awareness or skill.” Kleege’s recommendation to





   

  Georgina Kleege, “Blindness and Visual Culture: An Eyewitness Account,” 
 –
   

 Kleege, “Blindness and Visual Culture,” 188. Kleege was responding to W. J. T. Mitchell’s assertion that
the project of visual culture studies must include “a meditation on blindness.” Mitchell, “Showing Seeing,”






 “ 

construction”  

  

   

  



 

  Crary argues that “attention became a decisively new

 in the nineteenth century” 



 Crary’s 



 





—



   

    

  
 
  Crary’s work has been  
  build on Crary’s insights ab  
  
 Eyesight Alone: Clement Greenberg’s Modernism and the Bureaucratization of
 





  

“Victorian fascination with the relationship between the visible and the invisible,” 

  

    

  



  

  

  



   
  Gillian Beer, “‘Authentic Tidings of Invisible Things’: Vision and the Invisible in the Later
Nineteenth Century,” in 
–
    
 
   
University Press, 1998); Mikkel Bille and Tim Flohr Sørensen, “An Anthropology of Luminosity,” 
 – 
  
  
 

 Lorraine Daston, “On Scientific Observation,”  –
  
Daniela Bleichmar, “Learning to Look: Visual Expertise across Art and Science in Eighteenth 
e,”  –111; Daniela Bleichmar, “Training the
Naturalist’s Eye in the Eighteenth Century: Perfect Global Visions and Local Blind Spots,” in 

– 
  University of Chicago Press, 2012); Katharine Anderson, “Looking at
xt of Victorian Meteorology,”  
–32; Evelyn Fox Keller, “The Finishing Touch,” in 
–
Helen Macdonald, “‘What Makes You a Scientist Is the Way You Look at Things’: Ornithology and the
–1955,”  –
Mills, “Trained Jud
Senescence,” in 
– Anne Secord, “Pressed
into Service: Specimens, Space, and Seeing in Botanical Practice,” in 
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visuality, technologies, and spaces. For example, Otter’s urban focus means that



– 
  
  
  












     

  

    

  

     

 

 







 

modernity’s possibilities and perils. Modernity is characterized as a “maelstrom,” an

experience of “ambiguity and anguish,” which promises improvements in all aspects of

  

   

 

nth century, in particular, was characterized by a “sense of living

  ee Judith Okely, “Visualism and Landscape:
Looking and Seeing in Normandy,”  –
  
–





in two worlds simultaneously,” having experienced first

  and therefore able to “remember what it is like to live,

 .”

Berman’s overall periodization is too simple, and his occlusion of the world

 

 



challenged, transformed, and embraced innumerable “formations of modernity” 

Lynn Thomas’s phrase, 

  Berman’s long,

though certainly not exhaustive, list of the “sources” that “fed” modern life is instructive

 





atic nation state, mass protest movements, and, fundamental to all of these “an

expanding, drastically fluctuating capitalist world market.” 

Thomas’s list of some of the “core formations,” which tend to make up the scholarly

 She calls for studies that foreground these “intermediate

analytical concepts” rather than “the more distant abstraction of modernity” by “tracking



  
 Thomas, “Modernity’s Failings.” 
  the notion of “double
consciousness” (from W. E. B. Dubois) that Paul Gilroy uses to explore modernity and transnational Black
   

  





reconstructing their contradictory and ambivalent afterlives.” 

 



the twentieth century, in favour of analyses that reveal how modernity is “constructed 

invented, and contrived” 



 

following are some of the “formations of modernity” encountered by rural Nova







  

 



 

 





 



 

 Thomas, “Modernity’s Failings,” 737, 738.
 Royden Loewen, “Beyond the Monolith of Modernity: New Trends 
History,”  





 

 

 



 

. Many scholars of rural places have described their work in terms of “rural

modernity” or modernities in the plura  

 

y technologies, but they also “resisted, modified, and selectively used these

—

were individual modernities.” 

  

  “t

ities.”



 

  

concept of “rural modernity” is useful for thinking through how many rural people



  

  
  
  
 
 
 











Dipesh Chakrabarty reminds us that “f someone is ‘modern,’ then he or she is so with

dy who is not. That ‘somebody’ may come to be seen as ‘backward’ or

‘premodern’ or nonmodern or waiting to be made ‘modern.’” 

 

   

   to be “modernized”—  

 

experienced by the Mi’kmaq, upon whose unceded lands those settlers made their lives. 

The province’s Black communities, and to a lesser extent Acadian communities, were



 





   
  

  Chakrabarty, “The Muddle of Modernity,”  –

 Graeme Wynn, “Exciting a Spirit of Emulation Among the ‘Plodholes’: Agricultural Reform in Pre
Confederation Nova Scotia,”  –  
 Queen’s

   to “modernize” and assimilate the Mi’kmaq, and successful Mi’kmaw resistance to these
  No Need of a Chief for This Band: The Maritime Mi’kmaq and Federal Electoral
   

 The Colonization of Mi’kmaw Memory and History, 1794
 





  



 



 

    

, “ 

” As McKay has argued, “t

 

”  “the farmer’s fence post”



  acts of government, and connected to them by “a common respect for



ultimately defended by the state’s legitimate violence.” 



      

      

    

  

 
 Indigenous and other rural customs, were “part of the colonization of rural Canada.” 
States of Nature: Conserving Canada’s Wildlife in the Twentieth Centu 
–
 McKay, “Liberal Order Framework,” 629.  
 

 McKay, “Liberal Order Framework,” 640.
 McKay, “Liberal Order Framework,” 638.





  



McKay’s conceptualization of Canada as a pr



 

ult’s notion of

 For Curtis, “liberalism is not seen first and foremost as an ideology,



replicating system of rule …. Government itself is 

conception to include all actions that seek to structure the actions of others (the ‘conduct

of conduct’).” 









  
 Queen’s University Press, 2005); R. W. Sandwell, “Missing
Liberal Past,” in 

– 
 Queen’s University Press, 2009).
 Michel Foucault, “Governmentality,” in  
–
 
 
 
   
  Bruce Curtis, “After ‘Canada’: Liberalisms, Social
Theory, and Historical Analysis,” in 

–
  





 



 — 

  



  

 



 







 Scott’s metaphor of  





“resisting” (or “embracing”) modernity to instead highlight the ways that local









  
   
 








ons had left a patchwork of Mi’kmaw, Acadian, and African Nova Scotian





 





  



 “inequality and interdependence,” 

“inequalities in the initial 

socioeconomic divisions.” 



 

   

 

 

poor tracts of land, dispersed throughout the province. The Mi’kmaq had been







 Rusty Bittermann, Robert A. Mackinnon, and Graeme Wynn, “Of Inequalit
–70,”  –









 

   

  





 

  







 

   

  



  

 Rusty Bittermann, “The Hierarchy of the Soil: Land and Labour in a 19th Century Cape Breton
Community,”  –55; Andrew Parnaby, “The Cultu
The Mi’kmaq of Cape Breton in the Mid19th Century,”  –
Colonization of Mi’kmaw Memory
  Larry McCann, “‘Living a Double Life’: Town and Country in the Industrialization of the
Maritimes,” in 
t Mary’s University, 1988), 93–113; Daniel Samson, “Dependency and Rural Industry: Inverness,
1910,” in 
 
–





  

    

  

   

 

 

 , in my study of Alexander MacKay’s

 



 

 









ision in the “exhibitionary complex”—

 



      

 

 

  

  










moreover, worked without a formal definition of “blindness.” My explo







 

 

  







  



 

   

, with representation in each of the province’s eighteen counties.  

 – 

  

 This reading of the census is also consistent with Bruce Curtis’s encouragement to approach it as a
  
   
 Rutherford’s study is of urban dailies, though he makes broader
 
  
    
 







      

  



 

 



 



addition to the newspapers’ own reporting on goings



     

   

     







 Anderson describes the newspaper as a “cultural product” of “profound

fictiveness,” which is to say that it is both beholden to literary convention and narratively

the result of arbitrary juxtaposition by the “calendrical coincidence” of local, r

 Lisa Duggan adds that items are also “arranged on the page according

e,” a spatial arrangement which polices

  






   

  

—

      



analysis which juxtaposes “customarily disconnected events and stories” to reveal

 





—   
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— 

—

   

  















    





century. The province’s official floral emblem, these “fragrant little harbingers of Spring”

 



often “bloom amid the snow.” Gathered in bunches, they brightened the homes,

 





  

  

March through early May, local newspapers could report simply that “Mayflowers have

made their appearance” to invoke the whole range of emotions and sensory longings t

accompanied the arrival of spring. By late April, “mayflower parties [were] the order of

the day,” when a walk in the woods might also reveal a number of other early spring

——



   “” is an English translation of Nova Scotia’s
     
     
     
















  

 



  

 

   

   

  



    

 H. MacKay, Nova Scotia’s provincial

   

  

MacKay’s 

   

 

 The blank “Local ‘Nature’ Observations” form was printed in each issue of the 
 
 






 “scientific” eye. 

  

  

  

— —

   

   to overcome the “rural

problem” of depopulation, specifically of young people “leaving the farm” for work and

   

 

   

 

   

     

MacKay’s unique phenology project.

   
Popularizer of America’s Conservation Ethic 
“Science, Sentimentalism or Social Control? The Nature Study Movement in England and Wales, 1899 
1914,”  – 
  
 Kristen Jane Greene, “The Macdonald
1909” (Ph
  
 David B. Danbom, “Rural Education Reform and the Country Life Movement, 19001920,”
 –74; David Demeritt, “Visions of Agriculture in British
a,” ––59; Greene, “Macdonald Robertson Movement”; David C.
Jones, “‘There Is Some Power About the Land’: The Western Agrarian Press and Country Life Ideology,”
 – 
Federated Women’s Institutes of Ontario, 1897 Queen’s University Press, 2003).
     
 ––
  
–





  

  

study exercises, encouraging a kind of “geographical citizenship,” and

   

   reveal “whether or not the ‘students’ they

targeted actually adopted the desired visual practices.” My study of MacKay’s project 

  



  

 ticipated in MacKay’s



     

       

      



 







 

 

 encouraged further research into “alternative ways of seeing … that either contradicted or
 ” Lianne McTavish, “Learning to See in New Brunswick, 18621929,” 
 











 





—

—







  States of Nature: Conserving Canada’s Wildlife in the Twentieth Century 
–







 Page of A. H. MacKay’s ledger of phenologic 
  

  

  

     

 

  Janet Guildford, “MacKay, Alexander Howard,” in 
–); N. M. Sheehan, “Alexander
tional Reformer,” in 
–
“Pictou Academy: Promoting ‘Schooled Subjectivities’ in 19th,”  
–
  A. H. MacKay, “Nature
Scotia,”  –





 

 author of the monthly “Ferndale School” series, offering locally

nature lesson ideas for the region’s teachers. 

     



   

 

province’s natural life cycle.   



  

  

 at the time and MacKay’s assertion in 1903 that “the Nova Scotian Phenological

… 

ntry” appears to have been true 



    

     

 
  
  MacKay’s project was   
        
   

 

 

 
 








 



 

    





e’s rural schoolchildren could easily cover more ground than a 

group of amateur naturalists, he wrote with pride that “

 whole school section will let very little escape notice.”

    

  



   

  

  

   

  “Every locality has a   

distinctly its own,”  

 “Local ‘Nature’ Observations,” blank form.
 Climate scientists have recently made use of MacKay’s data. See, for example, 
“I
to 1923,” in 
–. Mudie, “Monitoring of Spring Flower
Phenology in Nova Scotia: Comparison over the Last Century,”  
–







   

  

 

 



ps the observers there were compelled to “be more constantly watchful than usual”

   “



omptly to their notice,” but   “there need not be the slightest



in the ‘interest of any particular climate.’”  

the figures “must be as accurate as possible … … 

 the reverse.” 

   



  



   



    

 “Local ‘Nature’ Observations,” blank form. 
 A. H. MacKay, “Phenological Observations Made at Several Stations in Canada during the Year 1895,”

 





     

  position because “the locations of many

school sections are not indicated on any maps.” MacKay’s  

   

   

    



MacKay’s project  

    

    

   

MacKay’s project as one that    

   

  

 

     MacKay’s project  

     

    

 

    

 

     

 





  

  

 

ntendent’s report he 


recognition by the wise men of the school section. … 








 

    

  

  

   



    It is important to read MacKay’s phenology

    
 Michael Corbett, “A Protracted Struggle: Rural Resis
Canadian Educational History,”  –
   
 (Halifax, NS: King’s Printer, 1911), xvi. MacKay’s comments were consistent with a broader

  
 Queen’s University

  
  
  
  
  Nature’s
 the “Improvement” of the World 
 





  

— 

—        

    

   

MacKay’s annual reports as Superintendent include his running commentary on







 

 

 



 







     

   
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 George Perry, “‘A Concession to Circumstances’: Nova Scotia’s ‘Unlimited Supply’ of Women
1960,”  – 





   written by the compilers of the previous year’s

     

 

called them his “staff of phenologists.” 

 MacKay’s compiled data ledgers, and the original





  

   





 “observation,” as a

    



to be “natural” or inherent. Lorraine Daston and Elizabeth Lunbeck write that “i



Regulator: The Miseducation of Nova Scotia’s Teachers, 1838 Queen’s University

   
y’s  
 
 
practice as they relate to observation, observation itself is “almost never … an object of historical enquiry

history.” Their edited collection is the first book to attempt a history of scientific observation
“conceptualized as an epistemic category in its own right.” 
“Observation Observed,” introduction to 
   Lorraine Daston, “On
Scientific Observation,”  –





”

  “is a highly contrived and disciplined form of experience.”





 have described an “ 

  ” in the late nineteenth



produced new ideals for vision and observation. In this setting, “

 to apprentices the means (through the ‘trained’ or ‘seeing’ eye)

 ”  





colleagues, the “equation of science with training the eye.” Mills write

insisted that learning to see scientifically required practice, “similar to the playing of a

musical instrument.”



  

   

    



  Lunbeck, “Observation Observed,” 3.
    
 Mara Mills, “Trained Judgment, Intervention, and the Biological Gaze: How Charles Sedgwick Minot
Saw Senescence,” in  






  

   

  

     

 “

 ‘

’ 

… 

”  

the “gateways of knowledge” reveals an understanding of the senses as fundamental to

 

   

 

     

  

     

   children’s direct observation of the natural world 

   

     

    

“False Nature Lesson Teaching,”    

 —for instance, “

 





‘’” written on the blackboard “

.” The author insist 

that “

.”   “

… 

”   

     “Every hill has its history. Every brook tells

 stories. Every plain is a museum of wonders.”

 

  



 

Grade I level read: “Power of accurate observation developed by exercis

.”



“Birds.—    them.”  

   

  

 

 


on. … 
 

 –
 –
   






 
 

… 
 








 





 

    



 

   

 “a





neighborhood.”  “the child himself becomes a life

 ”

 ills, “Nature Study,” in 

 ell, “The Place of Nature Study, School Gardens, and Agriculture in Our School
System,”  







  

      

  

   

all of their senses and would eventually grow up into sophisticated, refined “observers.”



could “profitably” be given to all grades at once as “ 

”    

   

   

  “the evernecessary handmaid” of nature 

 

    

   central to what Evelyn Fox Keller has called the “biological gaze.”

   



 is “seemingly inevitably enmeshed in actual touching

ming the very thing we look at.” 

  

     

 MacKay, “NatureStudy in the Schools of Nova Scotia,” 151.
 Mills, “Nature Study,” 4.
 Evelyn Fox Keller, “The Finishing Touch,” in 






     



  



  

    



      

   

 

  “You are going through a

beautiful world with your eyes shut. You see nothing.” 

and teachers “   

”   

  

—

—



“monotonous journey” of children on the  actually “



” The “teacher’s duty … 

  
 





”   

  

 

   

   

    

  

  “character building” aspects   “right conduct” to

   

 “The sensory nerves are the brain’s sole teachers. …



 

”



  

  study helped to refine “the power of attention” amid

the many “impulses to action” confronting the brain each day.

  

 “the power of attention” 



 

 
 David Starr Jordan, “Nature Study and Moral Culture,” 
 Jordan, “Nature Study and Moral Culture,” 151.





ounding attention centred on “the relative capacity of a subject



interests of maintaining an orderly and productive world.” 

   

   

    

   to models for training and refinement, “in which



controlled.”  

 

 

     

 “the pupils’ powers of observation are turned into the orderly channels of cause



mind from the power of sensory illusions and his moral nature from superstitions.” 

  

that “stimulate the habit of observation and sound inference from observations; otherwise



literary man, delivers his own ‘braindreams’ as the ‘real facts.’” 

   

  
  Cowley, “The Macdonald School Gardens,” Queen’s Quarterly
 









  ’s “braindreams” might be read alongside Cowley’s

“sensory illusions” as analogous to daydreaming:   



 Crary describes daydreaming as “a site of resistance internal

 of routinization and coercion”—



 

purposeful observation as “useless” 

underway he remarked that “it was good 

 

feel that the search for more truth is in the air.” 

 

MacKay’s      





   observations would “fill an idle and



discipline.”

  
  
 “Local ‘Nature’ Observations,” blank form. 


citizenship through “rational recreation.” See  
 Queen’s





     

hat his program of phenological observations was “no doubt, starting a very many young



citizens.”  

 “t

world”; and “such exercises have special power in developing the habit of accurate





” MacKay’s  



understand how important it was to “train [the children] to go through the world with



happier and more useful.”    

 

   

      



 
 Queen’s University Press, 1979); Nancy B. Bouchier, 
 Queen’s
  

 “Local ‘Nature’ Observations,” blank form.
   
 





 

 

  “observers in training” by MacKay and his  

   

     

men and women MacKay called his “staff of phenologists,” a group of fellow educators

 





some extent, MacKay’s passion for nature and its pedagogical potential. 





 

    

 

  complained of the “great

confusion,” the “many irregularities and errors,” and the “manifest absurdities” that

    



 

“careless,” or accused of “carelessness.” M

 
   
 





 “a

 



carelessness is the only cause one can ascribe.” 

——  

 



—

 

   

 

1903 that the three plants were “so generally taken one for the 

observations is useless,”    

“drew a line through K. glauca [Pale Laurel] and wrote Rhodora instead.” 

  

chastise teachers, suggesting that these plants “



in.”  

  

Already in 1905 a compiler regretted to “report the now almost stereotyped complaint

concerning Rhodora, Pale Laurel, and Sheep Laurel”; by 1917 “it [had] become a rather

 
 
 





trite comment for a compiler to say that the Rhodora and the Kalmias are confused.”

 

  

    

    

    

  

 “No new errors appear. Evidently all possible mistakes have

been made.”   referring frequently to the “usua mistakes” and

“old time errors.” One fed      

“irregularities and errors were found, which have been pointed out so often in the Journal,

” 

 



e staff was still noting that “t

mistakes similar to other years” and  “Let us all try to improve our

Phenological returns. This can be accomplished by keener observation.”

     

  



  
 
 
 





extolled the virtues of his “

,”  



boy “a power over his environment, and, therefore, possibly, a great man among 

fellow citizens.”   

——

 Piers’s 

   

  

  



    

    

 



   

  

    

     “



 Harry Piers, “Notes on Nova Scotian Zoology, No. 2,” 
 
  
 (Halifax, NS: King’s Printer, 1906), xlii.





  ” t was suggested that “ 



schedules of each teacher.” A poor quality schedule could put into question a teacher’s

“fitness to hold even a permissive license.” 



  

  

  “owing probably to too infrequent walks for observation.” He

editorialized, “I fear too many teachers have never learned what pleasure it is each night





” adding, “a 

 

nthusiastic observers.” 

  

    





   

      

 
  
  
 , “‘I Am Ready to Be of Assistance When I Can’: Lottie Brown and
Rural Women Teachers in British Columbia,” in 
–





  

 

       “careful, faithful pupils

have developed into accurate and painstaking teachers.” 



   

     

When one compiler found “many irregularities” in reports on “the first and last frost and

 

etc.,” she asked “w



 dates to furnish them with the required information?”



 “the required information”) 

  cKay’s personal project

 



  “n

 that these are never used and pile up ‘Somewhere.’ Such is not the case, and an



pener to many.”   

 
 
 







  its own rhetorical question: “ 

 Apparently not.”

  



       



were “more accurate in the great majority of cases than the observations made by

 

 ground.”

    

 

  

 Only the “most

accurate”—those that conformed to the compilers’ expectations—



having submitted “correct” and “accurate” observations while those who 

     

    recur persistently throughout the compilers’ 

Only the ten “most accurate” schedules for each of MacKay’s thirty 





 
 











discussion of MacKay’s project, I do not mean to imply that the accuracy of the







  



 

 







 

  

   

          “

” the flowering of various species of buttercup “



  ”    

 Tina Loo, “High Modernism, Conflict, and the Nature of Change in Canada: A Look at 
,”   –





   “grave doubts about the accuracy of several observations.” 



  

   

    

 “Rev. Mr. Rosbo

”  friend of MacKay’s and one of the original

 

    



  

 



“enthusiastic botanists” and the remaining “average obser” 

  added that she also considered the “sex and 

”  

  

 h County: “

value.” Hilton’s return provides a rare example of a teacher record



 
 
  
“gave a lesson in Botany,” in June of 1902, 1903, 1906, and 1907. Easte

 
  





 

—   —

Forbes’s    Hilton’s   

    



    

         

    

this was always the aim of MacKay’s project.   

  

  

  

    

“p

the ‘Banks.’” 

 

supported by the Shelburne County compiler’s remarks from 1903, which indicate that in

 

 ’ 

    “s

  

 
  
 





” 

—both very early and very late according to MacKay’s

— 

  

  

MacKay’s project. Rather than     

   

  dates for “normal” communities that did not engage





    

  “on prejudice, or custom, or … even on superstition” One

 “

 ‘’ 

 ‘’ ” 

 

 





     

 

 Wood’s Harbour community notes, 
  
    






—— 

—  

   MacKay’s

 

     

 



 

positioning MacKay’s project in relation to histories of scientific observation is

 

’s comments about the eighteenth century are also 







“Natural history observation did not occur in a single session or location, but rather over







 
 Richard H. Field, “Colonizing Nature: Titus Smith Jr. and the Making of Nova
1850,” in   
–59; Janet Guildford, “Maria Morris Miller: The Many Functions of Her Art,”
 –  Suzanne Zeller, “George
Lawson: Victorian Botany, the Origin of Species and the Case of Nova Scotian Heather,” in 

–





could see what they had.” 

 

—what Lorraine Daston calls “the reciprocal

calibration of observers.” 



guiding presumption was that these “comparisons and conversations” were taking place







“staff of phenologists” were enthusiastic naturalists interested in the mutual exchange of

ere the majority of MacKay’s rural

   







describe it as undertaken by “people who have chosen to use their free time to engage in

the scientific process” and suggest 

 Daniela Bleichmar, “The Geography of Observation: Distance and Visibility in Eighteenth 
Botanical Travel,” in  

 Daston, “On Scientific Observation,” 102.
 
Kirsten Greer and Laura Cameron, “‘SweeDa’: Sensuous Landscapes of
–1939,”  –
and Michael Lynch, “Li
Exemplary Observational Activity,”  –
“‘What Makes You a Scientist Is the Way You Look at Things’: Ornithology and th–
1955,”  –
 










 with a “deficit view” of their potential for scientific understanding,

the combination of compulsion and criticism in MacKay’s project seems to put it at odds



   

 

  “To observe … —

g a few things systematically.”   

 “

  

” 

philosopher Ludwik Fleck’s notion that scientific training and experience induct

members into “thought collectives,” suggesting that these might equally be construed as

“seeing collectives.” 

 

The creation of a “seeing collective” is a fitting description for what A. H.

 





 Janis L. Dickinson and Rick Bonney, “Why Citizen Science?,” in 


  

 Daston, “On Scientific Observation,” 107.
 Daston, “On Scientific Observation,” 106–





MacKay’s proj 

 

Its intertwining of scientific research with rural reform imperatives makes MacKay’s





y’s

   



 “concerted

attempts to represent a universal, not a particular.” This “atlas image of record,” which

becomes a figure of authority, pits “the universalized plants of scientific ontology”

against the “the particular plants of everyday experience.” 

     

   

“particulars” of  

 

   

   

 “

Rhodora called ‘Lambkill,’ and the name sticks.”  



 Daston, “On Scientific Observation,” 103.
 





 



 

n he asked that teachers, when “

observations, give the scientific name in preference to some local name, such as ‘Bird’s

Eye Primrose.’”





Robin’s nest seen, Peas planted, and peas blooming. Mary Hilton of Rockville, whose

schedule was rejected as “of little value” by the compiler, added twenty 





 

     



birds, they did not recognize the “correct” names listed on their forms, and consequ

 



 

phenological staff regularly chastised teachers for adding the “common daisy” as an extra

    

     “o

 
  







 

happened to recognize.”   

   



        

  

    

    

 







cientific observation in MacKay’s project  

  





connected “the same words to the same things.”  





 “

  
 
 
 Daston, “On Scientific Observation,” 107, 104.





.” Elsewhere

colloquial names were referred to as “local or childhood names.” 

    



 “no teacher is expected to know every thing the

little boy picks up in the country. … The tea



they happen to discover the correct, common or scientific name. … A person can thus be

ntific tongue.”

 

     

  

(even some scientific “authority”) is possible at an early stage of int

development, “until” or “before” the student continues their education a



  

—

 

 

common additions and “should find a place on the [official schedule] as they are watched

for by parents and pupils.”     

  
 
 





ny rural teachers embraced MacKay’s project, but they did so in a way that broadened



  







  

MacKay’s scientific project. A      

 




names as ‘wild corn,’ ‘tame gooseberries,’ ‘garden lilies,’ ‘waterberries,’
‘sleeping Johnnies,’ etc., while intelligible in their own districts, are rather out of




  

 



    

  

and wild corn, alongside cranberry and choke cherry. Buelah Gross in St. Catherine’s

 

  

 







 



 

 

 MacKay’s project, but year after year for more than

 

—

 

 



Crary’s definition of normative attentivenes “the relative capacity of a subject

” 



broadened the parameters of MacKay’s p





  

ostensibly offered training in the “power of attention”—

—

  

 observations and notes fell well beyond the boundaries of MacKay’s project,

   e’s River.
  





 

    

she called the “highest tide for years”  



   

these notes, for example, Louise Freeman’s note about the relationship between potato

planting and the local fishery. And in 1908, A. McPherson in Charlo’s Cove,

 

 

  

  

  

  

MacKay’s list did not

 

  



  

 MacKay’s

    —



    
Charlo’s Cove    








over the individual plant, every aspect of MacKay’s 

  



 

  

 

   

 

MacKay’s project was also part of a broader pedagogical landscape that explicitly

 — —

 

  

 — —

     

   







   



  suggested “the sight of 



’” 



  

 “

.”   



  

    

“sights worth looking at.”

   

  







  

 
 
 









 









—



 

   

      

  

 





 

  

perspectives about what was “worth looking ”  



  



 





ns: in jokes about Oscar Wilde’s aesthetics, in

 



—from international World’s Fairs to small local agricultural

—  

  

  

 



      



  

   

  



 

  
 – 
 

   

Queen’s University Press, 2008), esp. 187224; Graeme Wynn, “Exciting a Spiri
Emulation Among the ‘Plodholes’: Agricultural Reform in PreConfederation Nova Scotia,”  
–
 
  




  





government’s areas of investment, as well as opportunities for farmers and others to







encouragement of reform, including the advocacy of “improvement” in all aspects of





focusing on World’s Fairs and other large urban events, such as American state fairs and

 



 




  
 rd Jarrell, “Science and Public Policy in Nineteenth
Nova Scotia Promotes Agriculture,” in 
Paul A. Bogaard (Fredericton, NB: Acadiensis Press, 1990); J. S. Martell, “From C
1885,”  –
 Margaret Conrad, “Apple Blossom Time in the Annapolis Valley
1957,”   –   

Branch, Agriculture Canada, 1986); Julie Harris and Jennifer Mueller, “Making Science Bea
1939,”  –
  
  Rob Edwards, “Co
1940,” 
 –  
 
Producer Prairie Books, 1983); Catherine E. Kelly, “‘The Consummation of Rural Prosperity and
Happiness’: New England Agricultural Fairs and the Construction of Class and Gender, 18101860,”
  –602; Michael T. Marsden, “The County Fair as Celebration and
Cultural Text,”  –29; David Mizener, “Furrows and
Century Rural Ontario” (PhD diss, York
University, 2009); Jodey Nurse, “Reaching Rural Ontario: The County of Peel Agricultural Society and the
1883” (Masters thesis, University of Guelph, 2011); Leslie Mina Prosterman,
 








    

 







interplay of culture and politics in rural communities. Typically described as “agricultural

and industrial” exhibitions, 

—“Products of the Farm, Field and Fireside” as one newspaper put it—



  







 

 sites of nostalgia. Rather, the emphasis was “progress” and rural modernization

ese events were intended to “stir up … backward sections.” Promoters

 an exhibition was “,”  

they “serve as milestones to mark the progress of the country and the progressiveness of

  Lorna Williams, “From Agricultural Improvement to Industrial Affirmation: The
1883” (Masters thesis, University of New
 Heaman’
   
 ; Wynn, “Exciting a Spirit of Emulation.”
  





.” A successful exhibition was evidence that a rural area was “

”

 

    

own “eyewitness” reports of the events









ext sight that drew one’s attention. These reports reveal













    
 
  
 In his study of the Toronto Industrial Exhibition, Keith Walden likewise found newspapers to be “the
at happened on and off the fairground.”  
– 

 









 

     that “to attempt to describe and do justice

 

impossible. They must be seen to be fully appreciated.”  

      

    

   

  Yarmouth in 1890, the “

saccharine odors” from a confectionery display “powerfully competed for juvenile

attention with the peaches, apples and grapes.” In Pictou in 1905, “above the chatter of

the many people and the patter of their feet arose a persistent ‘cluck, cluck,’ which …

 o the many coops of poultry.” 

Musquodoboit, a correspondent’s “right hand [was] rather sore from the many hard

squeezes it got” as he was reacquainted old friends. 

plays, spectators “critically examined” items, took a “hurried

survey of the exhibits,” or were among “a crowd of admiring gazers.” Some “visitors

seemed to fully enjoy themselves in viewing the many excellent exhibits,” while others

also took in a “f the surrounding country.” 

mundane visual experiences. In Antigonish in 1882, a reporter related that “we elbowed

 
   
   





 

ually seen at exhibitions.”

 

 

   “



s commenced their sight seeing.” 



   

 

  

 

 







  

receive such treatment. On another occasion in Pictou County an “anxious faced

Committee man who wore a blue ribbon in his button hole” was identifiable amid the

 the various “officers connected with the exhibition,

(wearing their red and blue badges)” were visible to observers of the busy scene on

     
   

 

 Judge’s ribbon,
  

  







  



 



   “

ing … to watch Miss Miller judge the butter and it was the wonder of all



point.”

 

   judges of “ladies’ work” but Miller’s work outside

  

   

 



 inspected the butter with a meticulous eye, while the crowd of “beholders”



 “

he more one gazed, the more one’

” But Miller’s expertise meant she was the only per





  
  
 
 





sensations were interlaced with a judge’s visual perceptions. Within an instant, th



—





     





“exhibitionary complex” of museums, exhibitions, and fairs acted as institutions of social



 late nineteenth century “simultaneously helped to

form a new public and inscribe it in new relations of sight and vision” as well as “in new

relations of power and knowledge.” This was accomplished by making the crowd “visible

d itself the ultimate spectacle.” However, the exhibition was



was “a site of sight accessible to all. It was in thus democratizing the eye of power that

s realized” the ability to produce “a society regulated through self

observation.”   

  “each farmer would step forward … to be truly

 his neighbours” and “farmers policed one another.”  “i

,” 

  “

    






norms.” 



  

—

 

 the exhibits were very important, the “bringing together of people is

the life of any fair.”   

   

     

     a “world

”    

during carnival time, “a special form of free and familiar contact reigned among people

aste, property, profession, and age.” 

     



 





 

    

  
 
 

   –







  





  

 Mi’km 

   



 









   



  

   



  
 accusation that the “French Acadiens in
 … take but little interest in Agriculture” by insisting that “Some of the best farms in
e county, are owned by French Acadiens.” 

  Cooper’s racial identity was not mentioned in the newspaper; I



  
ecause of the significant African Nova Scotian and Mi’kmaw communities in the area.







 



 rador, a Mi’kma 

the canoe race, “proved herself to be an old hand” and captured first place “by several

lengths.” Mi’kma   

with separate categories for “Indian Work.” Histori

        

    

     

 

   among the Mi’kmaq, 

 

  Rather than agricultural products, the “Indian

Work” categories   aged Mi’kma 

       

   — s in the Mi’kmaw

— 

  Labrador is a common Mi’kmaw surname in Shelburne County.
    
Queen’s University Press, 1990), 174– –
McDonald, “The ‘Civilized Indian’ and the ‘Modern Farmer’ at the Fair: Making and Re 
in Regina, 1895” (Masters research essay, Carleton University, 2006); Mizener, “Furrows and
” 264–
 
British Columbia, where “there was little scope for agricultural exhibitions.” See  
 On handcrafts and agriculture in Mi’kmaw economies in the  
 Andrew Parnaby, “The Cultural Economy of Survival: The Mi’
Century,”  – 





tition, against which Mi’kmaw exh







    

     



    

whatever the participation of actual Mi’kaw men, women, and children at 

  

     

    “locali[zed]

broader colonial aspirations” and “the norms of white civilisation” 

  



  



  

Maritime Mi’kmaq and Federal Electoral Legislation, 1899 –
    
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 Edwards, “Colonialism and the Role of the Local Show,” 29, 39.





     

looking over the “fine exhibit” of roots and vegetables  “

  

esitation in locating in Nova Scotia.”

     

     

 

     “Some







some of those in charge of the grounds did not put a stop to the brutal performance.”

 intention behind this “performance” might have

  

—

     “roam[ing] about” of

  

   Rabelais’s “world inside out.”



possibility that the “troop of Zulus in full warpaint, with spears and shields” in the

 

ho were, nevertheless, not “Zulus”) 

  
 





    

  

    





      

 

 that “ back door into the public sphere.”

   

 

  promised (implicitly white) “dashing damsels” as one

    



neighbouring Hants County following what they called the “Windsor beauty show,” also

   

 Cupid would be at work among the crowd and that “many a shaft will be

  –84; E. A. Heaman, “Taking the World by Show: Canadian
Women as Exhibitors to 1900,”  – 
  
Women and Gender at World’s Fairs (Urbana, IL: University of Illinois Press, 2010); Linda J. Borish, “‘A
  Fair, Is No Fair at All’: Women at the New England Agricultural Fair in the Mid
Nineteenth Century,”  –76; Mizener, “Furrows and
Fairgrounds,” 238–
  See also “the pretty girls” serving refreshments at the
  in 1887, or the “young ladies” advertising the merits of
   
 
    
   





aimed from his bow, not always at random.” omen’s bodies were a

   



The people who made up an exhibition’s public were one of its most   

   

 

noted “the apresent tintype gallery … ess,” and photography

 

 “t 

ons within two miles of the Bay,” suggesting that

 

 

 

 

  

 





  “in motion” as well as trees,  

 

    describes Rice’s exhibit

  
   

 
 


 








as “a fine display of photos and life size portraits, and out



may say the Dominion, and excelled by none.”  





 



 
  

  
  





 



  







   



extraordinary depth of field characteristic of this era’s large

 















 

 




 










 by the photographer’s choices, preferences, and aptitudes, this is

a professional (which is not to say “objective”) rendering of the exhibition in its



 





—







 

  

  On the morning of the exhibition, Lawson “

 before the crowd got in” and he 



 was delighted, writing, “



.” But he quickly reigned himself in, noting that reporters must be

“unimpassioned” in their investigations. Lawson’s contemp

 
 
  n’s writing all refer to this full






  





  

— 

—

reminding himself that “as we left home to see and not to criticize, we must forbear

giving expression to our feelings.” 



  



Lawson’s “investigations” and his initial impressions were formed before the







Lawson describes many of the sights we can recognize in Swain’s photograph: an

“imitation of equine entity” displaying harnesses made by George T. Grant; “104 entries”

of apples; “patchwork quilts hanging everywhere.” He also “glanced up and noticed





—‘Thy purpose firm is equal to the

   Does well, acts nobly.’ ‘Accuse not

e.’”

 
 The “mottoes” are both passages from major British poets. The first is from Edward Young’s 
 –1745); the second is from John Milton’s  













there on the day. Strolling through the dairy display, while “

 ,” Lawson

 “… .” A

 “Holloa! what’” Swain’s

photograph is devoid of the hustle and bustle of Lawson’s messy textual desc













ry rural event. We might think of Swain’s







 



photographic essay, “texts explain, narrate, 

 On “modeling in butter,” see  
  





photographs; photographs illustrate, exemplify, clarify, ground, and document the text.”



Lawson’s text narrativize what Swain’s photograph illustrates. But Mitchell encourages

us to resist a reading that implies a simplified relationship of “fluid exchange”—

makes photography “an adjunct or supplement to language”—

“mutual ‘resistance’ of photography and writing” that must be overcome in order for us

to feel as though we can “read” images, or see a text illustrated 

 cautions against “the trap of comparison.” He suggests that “t

  ‘

’  ‘

differences (and similarities) make?’”





 

 



 





images such as Swain’s, of loca



   

 





We cannot know if Swain and Lawson “saw” the same things, but it is



 

to be a “better” historical source, ultimately it is their similarity that really matters, that

 



 





 

  

  



—

—

 

 
  
 Queen’s University
Press, 1997); Allan Sekula, “Photography Between Labour and Capital,” in  


–202; Sara Spike, “Picturing Rural Education:
Century Rural Nova Scotia,” 
 –
 merican exhibitions in the late nineteenth century as “one
of the media” that the various participants used to reach their audiences.  
  Exhibition reports such as Lawson’s












Swain’s i





    

subjectivity of vision “beneath the seamless surface of purely mechanistic technique.” 

This has the effect of both eliding the photographer’s own role, choices, and priorities in

  

  Swain’s image guides our gaze, just as

Lawson’s report does. Some of the formal choices of the photographer can 



Rice’s advertisement promising to capture animals “while in motion, giving an animated

” 

write that images appear “to freeze, capture, and memorialize time,” but this is of course

   

  

The overview created by Swain’s high



  Colonial Photography and Exhibitions: Representations of the “Native” and the Making
 
 
 
 Lynn Hunt and Vanessa R. Schwartz, “Capturing the Moment: Images and Eyewitnessing in History,”
 





  



son’s description of his roving gaze intentionally conveys





  

 one short paragraph he ogles his way past “a tempting pyramid of grocers’ stock

 f raisins that reminded us of Christmas stockings,” “a tasty decoration of

flowers and ferns,” and “a handsome  ’ tiller,” when next,  “



” 



“his squashship,” before catching “the eyes” of the potatoes, which “

 ncy.” The cauliflowers opposite were “poking their white heads

—‘Are we not as aesthetic as the

  

ruffles?’”







aware that his was not an expert’s gaze. While here he animates the



felt to be an excellent display of apples, he admitted that he had an “unpracticed eye” and







“hardly up to previous displays.”   



 



  

 

 “the apostle of modern aesthetics” when he describe 

the train that “produce emotions of which perhaps  would not be ashamed.”

, more seriously, when admiring “a bouquet



of Henry Adams, the wool sorter at the Mill.” Lawson writes, “





words, the artisans must be artists.” 

Lawson draws for his rural audience a meaningful connection between Wilde’s ideas







  Kevin O’Brien,  

   
  which he suggests “would raise a storm of
rn aesthetics.”







visual, it is worth pausing to note that Swain’s photograph   

    drew Lawson’s gaze. The composite or

Mitchell’s 



   



 

oted that “publicly posted words” were a fundamental

 While Henkin’s argument is

  

 

 







 

 

  ultural Society’s local

  

  –
    



 
 





  
 


   —

 





 

, grocers’ stores, and other public locations in rural





 

“printed notices,” 1885. Papers in the private collection of the Hants County E
 

  
 





 





Spinney, Eakins, and Co. “was 

with galvanized deck spikes and boat nails.” And he noted (also visible in Swain’s

  “‘Perry’ was all over the wall 

cognominal exhibition of ‘Perry,’” before, on closer inspection, he found that it was an





 

 




  
 is the inscription … ‘The Earth is the Lord’s, and the fullness
thereof,’ which about this in the arch are the words, ‘Peace and Plenty.’ Between
ficial title, ‘Hants and Kings Agricultural and Industrial
Exhibition.’ … From the rafters in the main part of the building are hung the
inscriptions ‘Agriculture and Commerce’ and ‘Manufacture and Trade.’ …







tempted to give his probably very edifying address, an official “made a vigorous

 

 with ease His Honor’s remarks.”

  





  



  



  

—



  

  

 

 



no less a souvenir, with a space for the bearer’s own name to be added, perhaps in his or

 

  in 1881 encouraged “young people” going to the

exhibition “to  

  

proverb has it, ‘’ what is written remains.”

  

 A “season ticket” was a ticket for unlimited admission over the period of the exhibition. In 1892 it cost
  

 





  





 



 

apparently lacking, “people were to be seen wandering around, asking everybody where



different reply on each occasion.” The reporter suggested that a

properly label their display “must have very crude ideas regarding the practical benefit of

these shows.” 

  

 “some very practical joker, who having a weakness

for the tempting display of Gravensteins exhibited by the N.S. Fruit Growers’

 ‘Please take one,’ … and, as a result

the pile was soon diminished.” 

——

 



 
 
 





  Men’s Wool Mitts (Fringed), Mrs. Banford
  


 

   

  







 men’s fringed knitted mitts at the 1891 provincial exhibition

   



— 





  
 





At the 1890 Yarmouth County exhibition, “the glittering red, blue and yellow



ons of comparative excellence, in every direction.” At the 1886

Lunenburg County exhibition in Mahone Bay, the reporter knew that “the stock exhibited

 

cattle’s horns.” The reporter at the 1892 United Counties exhibition in New Glasgow

sed that “

 

” 

“wish to examine the exhibits carefully,” but also stressed that to receive the full benefits

 

through the judges’ eyes.   





 

  

marginal note “Pumpkin or Squash,” the secretary recorded the following item in his

   
 
      
   


  
    
   
  





minute book: “Mr Harris brought up the question of a pumpki



exhibit was a pumpkin and the prize of $1 was ordered to be paid.” 

 off in Truro in 1895 where “

specimen of the ‘Squashpumpkin’ variety, ugly as could be made” was, to the dismay of

 

  

   

   



 

 





 

 vegetable, is “as much an idea as a plant type.”









 

 
 Cindy Ott’s study is a close reading of the giant pumpkin,   
 Cindy Ott, “Object Analysis of the Giant
Pumpkin,”  





around new, “improved” varieties of   —

   

   

  —

—

 



Anthropologist Cristina Grasseni’s concept of “skilled visions” offers a us



 

 

 

 Grasseni’s work 



 

 insisted that “the successful breeder … must necessarily be keen of sight to

observe the good and bad points” of an animal.   

  



   



  
 
 
 





  



  



 



and among the many new, “improved” varieties of fruits and vegetables and specially

 

 

—

eneral, was “worth looking at.”



—

—

 

 

 

— 

  Ritvo argues, “the conviction that species were somehow real—

labelling a group of organisms, … taxonomists were identifying an entity that had an

   

 
Ritvo, “Understanding Audiences and Misunderstanding Audiences: Some Publics for Science,” in 

–





—

consensus about the nature of the entity in question.”   

 

    

      

 





 

the “constitutive effect of naming” as a starting point for the cultural legitimization of

 

taxonomic nomenclature in particular, were used to “define, enhance, and 

act of domestication” and improvement, and to “emphasize the often subtle distinctions

that separated one breed from another.” 

 





   





  

  
–
  





  Foucault’s visual and botanical metaphors

   : “it is not enough for us to



emerge out of the ground.” 

    







—

—





 

 

and squashes. The article suggested that “one reason for the passing of the pumpkin is the







is planted.”  



 
  
natural history in the eighteenth century “was not an age

men looked harder and more closely.”  
  





marketing due to their “long keeping qualities,” more efficient and disciplined in terms of















 

 

  

 







    

    

   — 

 

century Canadian exhibitions as “very poor,”



  
  
 (Hantsport, NS: Lancelot Press, 1996); Ott, “Object Analysis of the Giant
Pumpkin.”





 

 









 

 

 

 

 

    







  

 “What is meant by a cow?” This was in response to what he felt



 “

    
–
   
 
 
 “For some time it has been felt that a more definite idea of the type of each vegetable should be
published in order that judges may be enabled the more easily to give their decisions.” ODA bulletins were
 
 







o the exhibitors or the judges.” 



   

   

  

 “



 .” 



    

specific “spectacles” that predetermined and to an extent limited the possibilities of their

 

  



 

 



  



 

 ers’ Meeting in Berwick in April 1907, an

 
 





“entire afternoon was taken up in judging the stock [and] Prof. Cumming explaining his

method of judging and his reasons for the awards given.”

     

an “untrained eye,”   

   

 

——

 

 



to “

” 

 



farmer’s field, the judg

 





 

     
    
show “besides being beautiful, [was] of an educational nature” with a series of daily lectures by Professor


 stina Grasseni, “Skilled Visions: Toward an Ecology of Visual Inscriptions,” in 







   

ges’ decision to give  

over a thoroughbred stallion: “

  …

 … Our judges should keep read up so that they may keep pace





” For this writer, the judge’s decision was not a trivial matter. 





 

  





  

 







  e of a small number of entries, “



.” 

 





heep that year “were hardly middling” yet received prizes 

“the poorest lot [he] ever remember[ed] seeing on exhibition … secured prizes all the

same, for the simple reason that they had no competition.” 

’s own reporter described the same show of sheep as “not large, but the

quality was excellent.” 

 



 881 the poultry exhibit “was

exceedingly poor, if not altogether a failure. … most of the fowls  



the only reason why premiums were awarded.” Here again text constituted the visibility

of these exhibits: “

”

 

  

   

     

 argued that “it is most unfair and   

… 

one cross are very often dangerous rivals in a show ring to their thoroughbred sires” but

their progeny will revert “back to the side of the scrubs.” 

    

 
 





      

 

  

 

  

 

  

    

 perceived to be “”  

——  “

of thoroughbred cattle” was, as mentioned in the opening of this chapter “one 

have done good to every farmer in the Province,”    

thoroughbred animals could be “dangerous.”



 

 at Stewiacke in 1887, a reporter declared the “

 fair,” but added that “the sugar beets, wrongly entered as mangolds, were good.”

 



   
 
  
 
  
 
 Ontario’s Cattle Kingdom: Purebred Breeders and Their World, 1870 

  





 



 





 





  

  

  

    “the most important” vegetable,

         

      

    “any other kind” categories also drew

   also noted “thirty

varieties” of tomatoes entered as a collection by C. Hoyt.

  

  

 reveals that the “wrongly entered” beets   



 
 









 

 

  

  



  

 

  

 

—— 

    

   



  

   

 



   



   

   —

  





—  

  



 

 





 



  

—

these were the entries that caught the public’s attention. At the 1881 Lunenburg County

exhibition, as elsewhere, “ 

ashes,” while in Yarmouth in 1890, visitors delighted at “the big



.”  

 

   

   

    caveat under the “Roots and Vegetables” heading that

“judges must take into consideration the perfection of the growth of 

  
 





alone.”    

1885, the judges reported that “table beets were much better than for several years, being

of good shape and smooth skin” and “turnips made a good show and were smooth and

clean grown.”

  







    

  

 

  

  —

ed that one “o detect” the differences b

     

   

   

   

 represent “the overly natural,”    “

overly cultural.” She continues, “The gigantic becomes an explanation for the

 
  

 
 





 figure on the interface between the natural and the human.” 



  in’s analysis of Rabelais 

     

human giants “were closely connected with the popular conception of material

wealth and abundance.” Likewise, we might apply Stewart’s insight  

as “an explanation for the environment” 

  

    





“monstrous” mangolds and squashes did “credit to the growers” of the county. 

  “the ‘Egyptians’ [Egyptian beets] looked as if they had flourished in

the land of Canaan.”   County in 1892, “the 

turnips, etc., testif[ied] to the great fertility of our soil.”  

 

  

County exhibition in 1882, the reporter noted that “the exhibit of squash, pumpkin,



” s County exhibition in 1884, the “poor season”  

  

  44. For Stewart’s reading of Ba –
 





there were “”     

“ .”



 

staple food of the county’s large  that “of cabbages, for





winter.” 



  Ott writes that the giant pumpkin “is a

n a utilitarian crop, a visual wonder more than a meaty morsel.”

 “

—” rhetorically denoting their failure as a

 



 



he suggested that it was “

is no longer encouraged. … [M]ost of those exhibited this year were so big as not to be fit

lse. Nobody wants potatoes as big as a bear’s foot for table use, and yet

    
   
 
 Ott, “Object Analysis of the Giant Pumpkin,” 755.
  





farmers who can and do raise such should have some sort of recognition of the fact.”



 

 noted “Six Squashes taken from town to the exhibition, weighed

together 1000 lbs. Mr. Dauphinee’s



length.” Following these and other extensive statistics, the  

comers: “Can the Dominion beat this?”







 



   





Nova Scotia about the trouble with these “distractions.” Much of this criticism was aimed

 



  —
—
  The “Dominion” in this case referred to the Dominio
 





 

   “The proper remedy is to bring back the





  nature.” 



  

ler time, when agricultural displays “occupied the attention of the observer

almost exclusively”:


 
produce. The farmers’ wives and the farmers’ daughters were there too with
diwork. It was a farmer’s show, and any educational influence



 
 


hog and the prize quilt. The farmer’s contribution is no longe


 

    


  summarized, “every country paper that has spoken is against the city.” In
  


rganizers and their political backers were motivated by “contempt for the people of the country.”
If rural commentators lashed out at the trivial or “demoralizing” nature of the attractions this was certainly


   

 
 







“educational influence” of the fair) while hand

 





   

 “Our Exhibition was quite a success, and the show was

excellent. There was no vaudeville performance to take people’s attention from the main





thought of in time.”

 

 







Benjamin famously characterized the experience of modern mass culture as “reception in

a state of distraction,” which he concluded “was symptomatic of profound changes in

”  

  




alter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in 








  “provide access to a phantasmagoria which a

 order to be distracted.”  

 “phantasmogoric” (a state of ever





modern distraction. Exhibition reports make this clear, including Alexander Lawson’s



 



 





Crary argues that “modern distraction was  a disruption of stable or ‘natural’ kinds of

 





inseparable from the parallel construction of an attentive observer in various domains.”



 Walter Benjamin, “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century (Exposé of 1939),” in 
 

   
MIT Press, 1999); Benjamin, “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century”; Benjamin, “The Work of Art in
chanical Reproduction.”
  – 













   





   

 







  



page titled “Colossal Attractions for Halifax Exhibition.”





   

 




 ‘’
   

 







 





 



  

   

   

 



   

 

   

 

—

 text shouting at visitors from a fluttering flag, its “exceedingly

well stuffed” body, its “two perfect heads,” and “two perfect” tails, the calf also 



  
 Could the otherwise undescribed “Wonderful Freak of
Nature” on display at the 1886 exhibition in   
  “wonderful calf” that appeared at the Pictou County exhibition in 1905
 
  











Barnum’s frauds was due to the opportunity they offered audiences to publicly display



Barnum’s famous “humbugs” not because they necessarily believed that he really had a

   



 And just as they did for Barnum’s shows, audiences at rural exhibitions

arrived to “see and judge for themselves,” 

 

  





  



   



  



  

   
 On this aspect of Barnum’s appeal, see also  
Scum: Truth, Beauty, Goodness, and the Ax Murder in America’s First Mass  
– Buffalo Bill’s America: William Cody
 –
  





  

       





   

 

  

“was neither a financial success, nor was it a success in any department as an Agricultural

Show”; “the interior of the building really had no exhibits of any account.” 

 began its report of the 1882 district exhibition by “confess[ing] to a

feeling of disappointment and regret” at the “comparative failure” of the event, noting

that “in no class were the entries as numerous as they should have been.” 

       

 many of the horses were “evidently sent to

 the public see what horses ought not to be.”

  



’









   
 











  





   

  

   —

 

  



 

  











  





  

   ). “Of All The Senses,” he

began, “that of sight is the most prec







require such care.” Headaches and squinting while

reading were “unmistakable ev

vision,” yet, claimed Dakin, too many people i

 















 
 







hn Brownlee has called a “market revolution in vision.” 

 



  

  

   











  





  across the province’s eighteen

 



advertisements in those same newspapers, writes Roland Marchand, “contributed to the

shaping of a ‘community of discourse,’ an integrative common language shared by an

 Peter John Brownlee, “Oph–
1850,”  –   
  
  
 
  






 diverse audience.” 



  

   



  

  

  











  

 

 

 





     

     

  
 
 





  

 



 

 

  



   



 



 

 

“The art of being shortsighted”

  

   

  

 —

 
——
 Brownlee, “Ophthalmology, Popular Physiology”; Chris Otter, 
 –
  
– 








 —

     

    

  

  

 

         

   titled “A Study of Spectacles: Disquisition of Interest

to all Spectacle Bearing Animals.” Its subject was “habitual, chronic and incurable

spectacle wearers,” especially those for whom spectacles  

—“cases in which the glasses are more conspicuous than their wearers.” The

  who “

” and   “

.” 

ridiculous, they did add something to the appearance of a parson, whose “parsonification

is intensely parsonified by the addition of spectacles,” and to a schoolmaster, who knew

that “eing small boys through spectacles which is very awe inspiring.”



——

 “Like ” 

 “i









” He added, as a final  “

”

 

 

  

      

lessons of Robert Brudenell Carter’s    

     

     

  

“



ns … 





efficiency.”  

argument with reference to rural practices: “  







  







.”

       

   

  

 “  

 Are everybody’s eyes degenerating?’” His reply, “Not at all. The

 

see the letters, is now able to keep up with his fellows.” 

  

  

     

 had determined that “disinclination to study comes from

defects in the eyes,” and had hired an oculist to examine all the children. 

rejected this proposition and countered that “disinclination to study” should be resolved

     

   

     

The author’s final reco   

     the “art of 

sighted”

   
 
  
  









God’s pure s


  

    

 



 

 

  optician’s “patrons are mostly ladies.” 



 

    —

person for whom “botanizing” might be a l 

   



 

  

      

 
   
  
 

  






  



   

 The implication of “idleness of the eyes” was not simply a description

     

   



  — 

— 

  

 

     



  —

— 



       

    

  

  

    








   





  



 











 

 

 



 

 

     

    
  
 
 Brownlee, “Ophthalmology, Popular Physiology”; Helen Corlett, “‘No Small Uncertainty’: Eye
Century England and France,”  –
Davidson, “‘Identities Ascertained’: British Ophthalmology in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century,”
 – 
 n’s Press, 1989), 65– –
   





1851 gave ophthalmologists “an instrumental focus for their specialty” and the 1860s saw



 





   



   



   

 general physicians who treated the eye, and “quacks” was never altogether clear.







 

 

     





   


 Brownlee, “Ophthalmology, Popular Physiology”; Davidson, “‘Identities
Ascertained’”; Rosen, –– 

versa. Simon Ings describes precursors to Helmholz’s ophthalmoscope, its limitations, and notes that its
   
–





   









 



    

 

    “doctors sought to enforce a power structure that placed



ntain their livelihoods.” 



  





  

    
  Colin D. Howell, “Reform and
the Monopolistic Impulse: The Professionalization of Medicine in the Maritimes,”  
–22; Colin D. Howell, “Medical Professionalization and Social Transformation of the Maritime
–1950,”  –21; Sasha Mullally, “Unpacking the Black
1950” (PhD
 
 Queen’s University Press, 2005).
 Daniel J. Malleck, “Professionalism and the Boundaries of Control: Pharmacists, Physicians and
–1908,”     
“Reform and the Monopolistic Impulse.”
 
 






    







  ’s creation

   

of Dutch physiologist Frans Cornelis Donders’s 

  







  





   











  

   










institute offered “instruction in the fitting of glasse



course to become Practical and Skilful Opticians.” 

 





     themselves “Graduate Opticians.”

  



 

 

 “” opticians  

   







—among the lessons at the Klein School was “Relation of Optician

.” 



    
  
 
  

 











—

certain aspects of care for the public good. Doctors’ associations asserted that their



 















   

     

recent advances in ocular research advised that a wide range of “defects can be detected





ever well trained he may be.” The writer   

 “ are in European and Eastern cities opticians who do nothing but fill …

 
endure similar conflicts, “presumably because they developed firmly under the physician’s thumb.”

“provided active competition in lucrative fields of practice.”  





prescriptions” written by oculists. 





  







  

professional associations and elite practitioners bickered, it is clear that “rank and file”

  

Margaretsville advised on “difficult eye cases” at the medical office of Dr.

    

   

     Jewelers’ Circular and Horological

   

 



    



 
  –
  “the impulse towards professional reorganization was strongest among the elite
members of the profession … and weakest among the rank and file. … [T]he professionalization movement
 
elite within the profession as well.” Howell, “Reform and the Monopolistic Impulse,” 5.
    
   












exclude untrained practitioners, and formalize optometry’s relationship to medicine. The







century. The basis of the opticians’ position was that their work was physics not

 

as “A lens is not a pill.” 







  



 



 Jewelers’ Circular
  
 

  

 


  – 
 





   

 



 





   

    

Fraser, travelled to New York to “undergo another operation on his eyes,” and in January

1892, Mrs. J. W. Harvie of Avondale, “left her home … to enter the Massachusetts



obtained. An important though dangerous operation was performed,” the results of which

 

     

  

Musquodoboit and Miss C. B. Boutilier of Mushaboom were “away to the city” 

   

Halifax County, Boutilier’s was a trip of about one hundred kilometres, less than a day’s

travel by coastal schooner or steamer. Burnett’s home was inland by fifty kilometres; she





  

    









“to have her baby girl treated for threatened blindness. A film has grown over one of its

eyes.” Fewer details were shared about Miss Boutilier; the reader was told only that she

was “sojourning with her aunt” and “intends having her sore eye treated.” A month later,

the correspondent was happy to report “the successful operation and removal of the



 , Halifax.” 



 Bras d’Or Gazette reported that Mrs. De Roche “who

ind for upwards of six years, had her sight restored … by the removal



of St. Peters.”



 

  

  

  



  

 No news was reported about Mrs. Burnett’s baby.   

 Bras d’Or Gazette 
    
    Bras d’Or






“An Interview with Dr. McLean, Specialist,” consisting of six questions about common



 








them “straight as two strings.”





  

   

     

   

   “”  

  

 were akin to etiquette columns: dos and don’ts for the modern eye. 

 

conditions and they counselled against excessive “use” of the eyes. Reading was a

foremost topic of concern. Don’t read in “jolting cars.” Don’t read in dim light to save on

the gas bill. “Never read by twilight or moonlight or on dark, cloudy days.” “Don’t read,

” More generally, “avoid all sudden changes between light and

darkness.” “Never rub your eyes, nor allow your children to do so from their cradles.”

  





And “if the eyes are glued together on waking up, do not forcibly open them, but apply

saliva with the finger.” Do look up regularly from close work. Do “let the light fall from

above obliquely over the left shoulder” while reading or working. If concentra

printed or written page, do rest the eyes by looking at something “full of color, the

brighter the colors and the more brilliantly variegated the greater the rest.” “Be most

careful to live in a dry house on dry soil.” Do bathe the eyes “with wat

can bear your elbow in,” or, better still, with a “boric acid solution,” which “contracts the

congested blood vessels and sends the blood in its natural channels.” And do attend to the

physiological implications of one’s sartorial choices: “tight shoes, tight collars and tight



destroyers of this precious possession of perfect vision, veils are the worst.” Alongside



 “eschew veils … or wear the softest,

clearest net when obliged to do so” to avoid taxing the eyes.

 



visual acuity and healthful, “sparkling” eyes, distinct from concerns about more serious

 

   
    
  Bras d’Or
    
women’s dress reform in Canada, see Barbara E. Kelcey, “Dress Reform in NineteentCentury Canada,”
 
–







    

    

  It proclaims, “A broad head,





establishment.”  

  

      

 
 
  an ad’s 
 of newspapers in the period; Paul Rutherford identifies it with “a more leisurely marketplace
which did not require the constant seduction of a horde of buyers.”  
 

  
 

  






    , Eastwood’s primary are Eastwood’s 

  

   

    

    

    

 

   

  

  ugh its proclamation of “Good News for

the Blind!” does draw direct attention to vision, spectacles are again offered for

“anybody,” in this case “old or young,” rather than to address unique visual impairments.

    

    

   

Sancton’s ad also located 

re spectacles “such as are sold by pedlars,”  

   

    

  

 British optician William Ackland described the typical process for selecting spectacles in 1885: “
 

” 






  “

goods” imported f 





–





 



 

  

countless other products in a general retailer’s stock of goods,





    



 The ad informs Ross’s customers that he

has for sale “All the latest styles in Rings, Brooches, Pins, Chains, Charms, &c.

Spectacles & Eyeglasses, Violins, Autoharps, Accordians, Harmonicas, &c.” 

  

  

   Queen’s
 On the “rural world of goods,” see also  
 
–

  
 






 

  

    

 

   

 

  

    

 

    

      

    

   



 



 

 

. Dodge discussed several “opalmic cases” he had

treated recently in his practice, including one young man described as “latterly …

wearing a pair of Lazarus and Morris’ glasses,” but requiring more 



    
 Stephen Dodge, “Ophalmic Cases,” 





  

   already making regular “professional visits” to Nova Scotia in the

   

  

  

    

 

     

Laurance’s spectacles   

   

 of the province’s eighteen counties.





     

  

  

    



    



 
 
  

  







      

  

     

   

 promises, Lazarus’s  Laurance’s ads are

  

  

     



 

vision, remained popular because doctors’ remedies wer—

— 

    

   “the 

magical thinking”      

    

advertisers in their “promise of selfion through the ritual of purchase.”

Though they wholly rejected patent medicines and other “human remedies,” t

    

   
 
 
– 
 ––
 
 
   
  





 

——

   

  

  

“sidestep the middleman by building consumer loyalty to a



.” 

 

 

  

 





   



 

      

   
 Queen’s University Press, 20– 
  

  
 

   
 

 








  at his “Electric Light Drug Store,”  

befitting these “celebrated perfected spectacles.”

  

neatly organized list, the ad offers six “reasons why Lazarus, Morris, & Co.’s Cel



so much in demand.” 



  “common glasses” and “improper selections” 

  their ability to “reclaim sights abused by the use of

common glasses”  to “restore failing sight to its natural state”  

“no glimmering or dizziness” and “never tire the eyes.” 

Lazarus’s products, such   

       

   



 

heir “system of fitting is an unerring guide to the true

——

own.” It is never exactly clear— —what the unique “system” was,

 



 

 







part of the equation. The assertion of expertise in a system of fitting “on optical and

scientific rules” 

1880s B. Laurance’s “Celebrated Spectacles” became the 

 



 



 

onboard. Each of these retailers, Laurance’s advertisements claimed, was “provided with

proper optical instruments for correctly gauging the eye.” 

 “” 

  

  

  

 

promotion of scientific “systems” and specialized optical instruments to measure the eyes

  

 “old and dim eyes.”

    
Laurance’s spectacles appeared in multiple ads across the province. Citations will provide just one

 

reflected off a patient’s retina. On changes in the construction of ophthalmoscope C. F. Keeler, “A
Brief History of the Ophthalmoscope,”  –
 





Week’s Doings  




 


 

 Selection of advertisements for B. Laurance’s spectacles 





The dominant feature of Laurance’s advertisements was their logo, often taking

    

  







the eyes have been averted over them to meet the reader’s gaze, rather than looking











catches the eye. And importantly, the placement of Laurance’s name and credentials

    













 

a shift between the “casual requests” of local merchants for the production of local ads

and the “exacting demands” of outside advertisers that insisted ad copy be reproduced





and formatted precisely, if it wasn’t already set in its own plat 

Laurance’s ads from across the province reveals an unusual compromise. These ads









notable absence. Boasts about the therapeutic qualities of Laurance’s 

appeared, other than the general claim that they “preserve the eyesight.” On the rare



brands, acknowledging and rebuffing the era’s standard complaints about s

Laurance’s glasses “are delightfully easy and pleasant to wear. There is no Glimmering—

—

Comfort, Strengthen & Preserve the Sight.”

   Laurance’s

 —



rance’s own remote claim to professional









  specified “that by the Laurance

  –
 





 where there is no actual disease, perfect sight is obtained.”







glasses. Unlike the generic ads, and unlike Lazarus’s earlier ads, Laurance did not claim



ds participated in the commodification of “perfect sight,” advocating for the value

 

Laurance’s professionalism was also underscored by claims about the 

of their products. The most commonly repeated phrase from the standard ad copy was “B.

Laurance’s Spectacles and Eye  

Canadian market.” Additionally, many retailers highlighted that “Real Pebbles are ke

in stock.” Laurance’s “genuine” glasses and “real pebbles” were contrasted in their ads

with “cheap glasses which blind the eye” and “commos.”





glasses were advertised as “Ground scientifically from clear, pure Pebble, or from Optical

Glass especially manufactured for the purpose.” 





 
  

encouragement to patriotic consumption, in contrast to Lazarus’s American
   

 











 







 





Laurance’s glasses  















to reproduce the angle of the crystal’s natural refractive properties. Failure to attend t





  “Prof.” Chamberlain was

  – –





 

Crown attorney “said he had received many complaints of a similar nature against

Chamberlain,” but the man absconded before his trial, forfeiting his bond. 

   “a 



than glass.” 



—

 



  Many of Laurance’s retail

noted in their ads that “Tests are given to purchasers to prove Genuineness,” 









 

desirable product were never explained in Laurance’s ad





 

 
  –
   
 











 like Mabou and Lockeport and Bear River, were “Real

Pebbles.” Laurance’s retailers in both ur

 













 of ads in 1886 notified the public of the imminent arrival of “Mr.





 of defective sight.” The ad copy also mentions his “successes during his



occasion.” 





—

 “difficult or unusual cases.” The public was assured that they could purchase

  
 









 imprecise description of Mr. Morris’s expertise also points to the vague delineations

—

—in the public imagination. Mr. Morris’s professional credentials w

  

 

not changed dramatically as they continue to position Laurance’s products as respo

alternatives to “common sp” 

integrated mobility of Laurance’s products and

 



salesmen, who were reinvented as respectable “commercial travellers,” associated with



 



— 

tension in action in rural Nova Scotia. They report that “Mr. Laurance has fitted over

7,000 persons in the Lower Provinces within the last five years …. As Mr. Laurance



  
  
 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995); Susan Strasser, “‘The Smile That Pays’: The
1920,” in 
–







fitting the same properly. … The B. Laurance Spectacles are never sold by peddlers, nor

” In Guysborough, t

by newly appointed retailer, jeweller H. V. Condon, announced “there will be no need



] prices for inferior articles.” 

“jeweller, &c.” in Barrington,  “Beware of Extortionist Pedlars when in need of

] Test.”

Laurance’s products were of high quality and it is likely that 



was not simply a medicine show ruse. Barnett Laurance’s younger brother, Lionel













   Laurance’s glasses. At the same time,





  
  (Clark’s Ha
 He was also a regular author of the “Optical Science” column in  
  
 
J. Fisher, “Lionel Laurance: A Pioneer Teacher,”  –





Through to the end of the century, Laurance’s branded spectacles filled an







rison to the much maligned “common spectacles,” these pre





ed with Laurance’s “optical instrument” at t

 

Laurance’s glasses were also being sold in cities, including Halifax and Montreal, where





Whatever actual proficiency Laurance’s “optical instruments” may have provided

 

Glasgow, felt confident enough to don the mantle of “optician” in this period, always as

an addendum to their previously held titles. Newly dubbed “jeweller and optician” C. E.

  “New Optical Instrument”

 As Laurance’s spectacles and their







   

 





  

 Laurance’s 

 







 —



 











 



















 









 

   –







“graduate optician.” Such credentials typically disappeared from an individual’s ads after

  





  

  rance’s glasses, became a

 

 

   “t



wives and daughters to take it up.” The Jewelers’ Circular 

“presents an inviting field for the intelligent w

carry it on to advantage as an adjunct to the jewelry store.”    

 

  





 of an optician’s clients, this 

   



 

   
 





  

 





  

 

father’s store 

Berwick in 1897, where she was available to “advise all those requiring anything in the

” and “also prepared to fit anyone requiring a glass eye.” She al 



     

    

  

  



 

—

awareness campaign. “A person has not to be educated that the M. D. is the person to 

   
  
 Kim England and Kate Boyer, “Women’s Work: The Feminization and Shifting Meanings of Clerical
Work,”  – 
  
 –
    
unconventional woman in her family; both her aunt Victoria Ernst and her father’s cousin Alice Ernst were









unfortunately embroiled in legal affairs,” he reminded readers, noting that opticians

sought to be “placed on a similar professional basis with them.” Advertising woul

to achieve this goal, educating the public “to the fact that the eyes are most delicate



competent refractionist.” Good optical advertising should reveal “

   



” Above all, the author insisted, “



”

    

  

  

—

—     

   

 —   

—  

 

  

  

 –





 

—

  





Maybee’s comments reflect 



    

nge their ads regularly, and “take a subject every time and fill [the]

space with an attractive talk on it.”  

   

  
  

 








the dangers of delaying eye care. Acquiring replacement eyes “isn’t an easy matter,” it

begins, with a reminder that even the best oculists and opticians “cannot restor

the blind.” Eastwood appeals to the public: “Don’t wait” to have the eyes tested; “those

little headaches and burning sensations are warnings that should be heeded.” The ad



“Don’t trust your eyes to strangers.” This advertisement placed in 1901 by optician R. B.

   

— 

   ad offers a “talk” on the subject of “astigmatism or

irregular sight.” Dakin informs the reader that this condition “is at once the most

” He provides a few words on



strain on its various muscles, noting that for “persons who are astigmatic … seeing is

only effected by a great exertion.” “Guard your health,” he warns in conclusion, “by

saving all unnecessary drain on your nerve energy.” Dakin offers eye exams “day or

night.”



 



 

s experiencing “burning

sensations” or distorted vision. But while the desired result was the same—





—







 





  
















   

“







ties.” 



 









“The publicity of an optician,” he wrote, “should be entirely educational. It should tend to





about the last one they think of. Parents should have the importance of their children’s

sight impressed upon them” and “there are many people wearing glasses whose changing

eye trouble requires change of glasses.” McConnell suggested “a good plan would be to





illustrate these ads.”

 









   



 

 

importance of “modern optical appliances” for accurate provision of “eye aid,” and what

should be done about “unequal eyes.”   

 





 

  



   





 

  

 

   Like Laurance’s ads, the

 Printers’ Ink 
advertisements for syndicated ad designers. They also included a monthly feature, “Ready 
Advertisements,” which offered a few pages of sample texts and layout suggestions for ads for a wide
 

  

 





  





    

   





 

    that advertisers “discovered a vacuum of advice,”

which gave them “the opportunity to dispense the needed counsel in conjunction with

their product.”  

that alongside the proliferation of advice columns, “advertising advice offered consumers

an increasingly desired feeling of competence,” particularly with reference to new

 



too, is an effort to create a link in the consumer’s mind between helpful expert knowledge



stressed that the advertiser “must cause the people to associate his name with good

glasses so firmly that when glasses are needed his name comes to their mind at once.”

ecutives would later characterize this as a “premade decision.”

 
 
 
 

















—

—

 modern, ailment of “eye strain.”



—

 “Eye strain should be the f

”  


. … Often it comes on whenever the eyes are used, and is absent when


accurate near vision, … or traveling, shopping, attendance at public gatherings,
 







 





 





—— 



 





comprehensible “formula for talking and thinking about the product.” 

century “reasonwhy” advertising copy, which

“encourag[ed] consumers to trust new products in a nearly unregulated marketplace,” in

part by providing “a language and framework within which to think 

products.” One writer on optical advertising told readers, “Make your advertising





nervous breakdown.”

why advertisements also gave the public “a manageable lexicon

with which to feel expert and conversant” about them.  

  



 

 

terminology was occasionally used (as in Dakin’s astigmatism ad above), most ads

 
  
  
  –
 





——













  ). “Glasses that Cure” are



 boater hat. The reader is reminded that “



sometimes baffle the skill of the physician” because they are frequently caused by

am would do, performed free of charge by Aston, the “Expert

    





Optician.” Consistent with recommendations for optical advertising, Aston’s ads changed



man. Throughout, Aston emphasized his “reputation [for] careful,

testing,” including recommending clients to a physician when



d early in order to save “much suffering and inconvenience in

years to come,” and how undiagnosed eye defects “persistently tax … the muscles of the

eye.”

Aston’s reference to hysteria and the illustration of the stylish young woman were

 

Pinkham and other remedies for “women’s complaints,” sharing much of the same

 

 





he “nerve energy” of Canadians, leading to a range of newly





   
 Denyse Baillargeon, “Medicine Advertising, Women’s Work, and Women’s Bodies in Montreal
39,” in  
–
Burt, “From ‘True Woman’ to ‘New Woman’: An Analysis of the Lydia Pinkham ‘Animated Ads’ of
1890,”  – 
the Business of Women’s Medicine (New York: Norton, 1979); Ann Douglas Wood, “‘The Fashionable
Diseases’: Women’s Complaints and Their Treatment in NineteenthCentury America,” 
 –





     

 

 



“Help for Victims of Eyestrain.” The reader is told abo

strain and “headache, nervousness and insomnia” and warned that “drugs afford only

temporary relief.” Again, an eye exam and “scientificallyadjusted glasses” were the











   
 

 Grant’s ads ran in the  
whose company’s ads had been running in the same n

  

















visual acuity, but a range of other health problems. The sidebar in Grant’s ad is a generic





 



   

 

  



 



 
   

  
 
1996); Chris Dummitt, “Finding a Place for Father: Selling the Barbecue in Postwar Canada,” 
 –23; Joy Parr, “What Makes Washday Less Blue?
chnology Choice in Postwar Canada,”  
–  
 Inarticulate Longings: The Ladies’ Home Journal, Gender, and 
 
 






   





 xamples from Grant’s series illustrate the distinctive ways

  

 “When Your Eyes Ache

and Annoy You,” beside a cut of a stylish woman and the text “Eye Glasses That

Beautify.” The text acknowledges that “Eyeglasses may not always be becoming,” but

nder “Neither

are headaches, bloodshot eyes, wrinkled eyebrows and half closed lids.” The ne

 

  



appearance. “Some of the modern mountings would actually add to your personal

appearance,” she is told, followed by the bolded text, “Elegant appearance s

ignored.” She is encouraged to “Get fitted with Stylish and Attractive Looking frames,”

and told, nearly as an afterthought, “The Lenses will be Right too.” In both cases, these







  







“loose screw annoyance.” The high quality construction of Grant’s glasses is explained

“all parts are firmly riveted” and they are made of gold and gold fill with “patent concave





caps.” In the text of the ad, men are reminded not to neglect their eyes due to the

ence of wearing shoddy glasses, and reminded that “Clear sight is necessary to

your health and success.” In this formulation, eyeglasses were a piece of modern



  

features the headline “A Young Man’s Sight,” which the reader is told, “is one of his

most precious possessions.” The illustration of a handsome young man in glasses



















’s series of ads—

— 



 

Westville, Pictou County; St. Joseph’s, Antigonish County; and West Bay, Inverness









 





 





ported, “Not only do I see perfectly to read the



many months have almost left me.” Other rural customers offered similar accounts. In





Cumming recalled that while wearing his previous glasses, “when I read for any



 comfort without my eyes becoming tired.” Anna McDonald 

Joseph’s  “Before I had my eyes tested by you they used to pain me a great

deal, especially when I would take my glasses off at night.” Since wearing Grant’s

 “a great improvement, not only in the seeing power of the

” she also found some of her lost eyesight had been restored. 





 

 

 






 

 











——











 

acknowledge it, oversights that might mean the peril of their future vision. “Hundreds of

people will read this advertisement today,” began Aston in 1899, “and refuse to be

ies to them.”







—

—





 



   





 









  

  

 titled “Reading the Signals,” 

         

    

    

 
 









‘Ah, captain.’
‘Well, Pat.’
‘’
‘’ said the captain to test Pat’s seafaring knowledge, the lights


‘I rally couldn’t say for shure, sur,’  ‘but there’s a red an a grane

light, so I sushpect it’s a drugstore.’

      

   



     

 

 





     

   

      



  Pat’s  

    

 “show globes”   

   

      

  were the pharmacy equivalent of a barber’s striped

 

     





 

     — 

    —  

     

as a basic element of “seafaring knowledge.” When Pat was asked “What is it? ” 

wasn’t an open   

 Robert Darnton, “Workers Revolt: The Great Cat Massacre of the Rue Saint Séverin,” in 

–





   the revelation of Pat’s lack of

    

   

 

“the politics of vision”  

    

  

    

  

 

 

 

    

  

  

 

  

  

   

  

 

  

  





Isaac Land has called “coastal history.”     

   



   



    

    





    



 

  

   

   

     

    



  
—  
 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012); Isaac Land, “Tidal Waves: The New
Coastal History,”  – 
  









   

 



   

   

  “the tuning of the

senses and the honing of habit and reflex” and the development of “specific modes of

” Cristina Grasseni’s notion of skilled visions is likewise

 “the action of a body in an environment, … as a form of practical,

owledge.” 

marine, Eric Sager writes, “k

ingrained in the experienced seaman as to be part of the unconscious mind.” 

, including night vision, but emphasizes that “sailors



vision the least useful of human senses.” In his daily tasks aboard ship, “t

 of touch (one rarely found gloves among a seaman’s personal

   
 –  
– century France, “sailors
eyed.”  
 
   

 Cristina Grasseni, “Skilled Visions: Toward an Ecology of Visual Inscriptions,” in 









and skill.”   

   





“Though their eye



 

as the nature of things in the watery void and on the bottom.”





    













—



prioritization of “lookout over lights” is justified by John Wilde Crosbie’s analysis of

   
Queen’s University Press, 1989), 127.
 
 –





  

– 



















  



 





Pat’s captain was able to read a particular arrangement of lights—

—

 John Wilde Crosbie, “Lookout Versus Lights: Some Sidelights on the Dark His
Lights,”  
 Crosbie, “Lookout Versus Lights,” 2.
   

 

of mnemonics titled “The Rule of the Road” or “The Rules in Rhyme,” later republished with extended
   






his schooner’s behaviour accordingly. Likewise, looking out from the deck of that





   



       

 

  



     

 

 

  

   

   

 

    

     

  

 

  

  





 … 


   


 
 
 “” …. 



  

—the feeling of being “shut off from

the universe” through the inability to see beyond the edges of h—



 

—

— 



they approached the Magdalen Islands in fog “thick as mud”:

  
…. All hands on deck skinning their eyes for the Islands. 7 a.m. Someone

——
cable’s length away. … 10.30 a.m. The fog lifted as suddenly as a curtain and

—


   
 

 F. William Wallace, “The Log of a High Line Halibuter,” –
  





    

   

  



  

 

 

  

ped to determine a ship’s course and location. Observations were

recorded in the ship’s log at regular intervals. Thomas Gray’s  

    “for four things which I must

 ” He summarized,

“the Lead warns me against dangers invisible, the Log warns me against false distances,



visible.”  

   

 

  

 

—

   

   





 

Following James Scott’s notion of “seeing like a state,” Eric Tag



state’s ability to guide and shape the traffic and capital t 

   

 







    “  ” 

  —

  

 

 

  



  





 Eric Tagliacozzo, “The Lit Archipelago: Coast Lighting and the Imperial Optic in Insular Southeast Asia,
1910,”  – 
 
 Tagliacozzo, “The Lit Archipelago,” 308.  Roy Macleod, “Science
1886,” 
– Brian Schiffer, “The Electric Lighthouse in the Nineteenth Century: Aid to
Navigation and Political Technology,”  –





   

    Macdonald’s 

   

      

 house was not “in the condition it should be” and “

”    Robertson’s

  





  

 “



.” 

 a busy port, “one of the most important outside of Lunenburg, in western

Nova Scotia … frequented by a large number of fishing vessels, schooners and brigs.”

 Likewise, the same year, “

 

 

”  “

  ” 

     

     

   
  





    

    

 

 that the issue had been “ea” 



   Robertson’s  

  returned Macdonald’s Conservatives to po

  

  

      

 

  

 Foster’s c , he argued, an “improper, highly improper, answer” to

n’s question about the  “I think he will search in vain the annals of

… 

 



which he could not represent.” 

  arguing that the Conservatives knew “the answer made by the

Minister [would] have an effect upon the electors of that county” and “the motive and

object for which it was made are perfectly obvious to every person.” The answer

“insulted [Robertson], insulted the constituency.”  

  





    

 



  

     

   under the title “

noring its Petitions.” 

 



   

  





 

  

   

  

  irrelevant to Canadian politics: “Situated as it [is] on





  
  
   
Queen’s Printer, 1889), 8, 13, 12.





 those of the marine of Canada and of the world.” 





  

  

in rural communities along all of Canada’s coasts in the late nineteenth century. 

    

  

 

 “seafaring ”—“

”— 

 

 

  

    received a letter “



 

.” 



 

navigators, the barn was of little concern, but “



  





”   “ctically unworkable.”  



reporting “a new house being built in front of the lower range light … in to Cheticamp

 

Rocks.” 

  

  

 

  

 

   

  

  

      



  

 

  “the building and lantern were erected 54 years

ago”  “the shipping 

” and changes to the light “would be in the interest of navigation.” 

 
 

  

 








  

  

   

   needed because “



silvered parts of the reflectors black.”    

   





 

  



  

  

       

 

  

  

new set of range lights “at a place known locally as the Middle ground,” a “dangerous

place … not at all safeguarded” by the current  

  insisted this was “a matter which for the safety 

 






incoming and outgoing to Wallace is of the utmost importance.” The new lights “would

ensure safety to navigation” and “would be of much benefit to the port of Wallace.” 

   



    

, “d

… would be a valuable aid to strangers desirous of proceeding up the channel to the



   



would afford efficient guides.” He continued, “I am informed that at present, quite a

 

Edward Island] for the construction of a breakwater … but the nominal amount of

shipping at this port is not large.” Evidently it was “shown otherwise,” 

     

“” and submitted a report recommending the location and character

 

   

      

      

 

 
 

 
 





      

     

  

    

 “the Middle Bar” and “the Middle Shoal.”  

   question was “marked

‘Red Clay a’” 

   

  

       

     

“people who are familiar with its navigation,” 

  

   



 



    

  

     

 
 





  



   



   

    

 

     

have acted as an advocate for the local community in order to oppose his colleague’s

 









In late May 1908, Johnson was called to Mabou, where “some of the people of



.” He conferred with local mariners, harbour pilots, and “different people,” about



  

  

by Millidge “would be very dangerous,” that it “would not lead over the bar in the

deepest water,” and that “a Vessel following the range lights would go on sh

 






Southern Side of the Channel.” 

 

according to Johnson’s adjusted plans 

Millidge’s attention, 





 





  

  ’ 

—the movement and location of its currents, the way that “the Channel changes

some every Winter”—   



  

    





 

   

 

 

 





 

   



Sailors’ Vision

  

    

 

 

 



 went aground in the fog at Hospital Reef off Clark’s Harbour on one of

 

   

horn. Moreover, the anonymous letter writer claimed, “this frequently is the case at this

station in thick weather” and “the steamboat officers that run from Yarmouth to shore

Portage Light.” 

 He claimed, to the contrary, “n





blow and the horn answer her.” 

    
 







 



one ear cocked for the sound of a boat’s horn. Bon Portage has not an automatic


boats. … Men have told me of their great relief when they have ‘picked up’ our


—

“cocked” both onshore and off as the fog “presses down”—

 

 

 



 

  



  

 

 

  

 of Lunenburg off Sambro, Halifax County, at two o’clock on the morning of April



 

   





  reported that at the time of the collision, the steamer “was within 22

miles S.W. by W. of Sambro, with her regulation lights burning brightly. … The men on

the lookout observed a vessel without any lights on the steamer’s starboard bow. By the



The steamer’s helm was then ordered hard a starboard. Immediately after 

struck the steamer abaft the fore rigging.” The account of Captain Dowling of the 

was somewhat different. He reported that the brigantine was “was 22 miles W. by S. from

Sambro … with side lights burning brightly, when she collided with the steamer.” He

added, “just before that time a light was observed on the port bow, which looked like the



brigantine to be a steamer going in the opposite direction.”

  

“burning brightly,” yet each also claimed the lights of the other ship were not visible to

  

rted, “the crew of the steamer admitted having seen the ‘Emma’s’ lights after the

collision.”



    

presumed to be “going in the opposite direction.” Meanwhile, the ’s helm was

“ordered hard a starboard” when the    

  
  
  responsible for the collision, “he being the officer of the watch on board
that vessel at the time … the court did not consider that he took such prompt measures to prevent the
 the circumstances of the case required.”  
 (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer, 1882), 51.





harm, this led the steamer directly into the brigantine’s path. 



   

 

   

   

  —

in short, that they were “visible.” All of these regulations sought to  

    



  

  added to the new Rules of the Road in 1897: “The word ‘visible’ in



atmosphere.”   

  

   

     

    

  Sarah Palmer, “Leaders and Followe
of International Maritime Policy in the Nineteenth Century,”  
–
  
 
 







   

  

   





panic about sailors’ vision that emerged in the last qu





  









 













       
 
   










blindness in Britain, “the color perception of workers became a major medical and legal

concern” as the eyes of sailors in the merchant 

 









 







 

  

 



 Jordanna Bailkin, “Color Problems: Work, Pathology, and Perception in Modern Britain,” 
  
 Elizabeth Green Musselman, “Local Colour: John Dalton and the Politics of Colour Blindness,”
 –
 For a description of the Board of Trade’s approach to colour
  
 
for Masters’ and Mates’ Certificates of Competency in British Mercantile Marine
 
  
lindness in Examining Candidates for Masters’ and Mates’ Certificates of







 

  





 

  

  

   

  ’  

    

  



   

one in 1894: “A correspondent from Dublin Shore says that a few days ago a clergyman



 

tails.” The editor chuckled that “her cowship” could hardly be blamed, “as the coat might

have been bottle green” and she might “plead a case of ‘mistaken identity,’ or ‘color

blind.’” 



 B. Joy Jeffries, “Control of the Dangers from Defective Vision,” Harper’s Magazine 
   
  
 

















enforcement. His speech was printed and circulated as a pamphlet intended to “arouse

public interest” and encourage “the formation of an enlightened public opinion” on t



1891 he added seafarers to his area of concern, concluding “that danger arises to the



the proper elimination of the color blind” from these industries. 

evidently moved by Ryerson’s call to action; a resolution was drawn up, noting the

“imperfect” methods used in examinations and the belief “that the said methods … do not



serious danger arises to the travelling public from this cause.” 









   

 George Sterling Ryerson, “The Practical Bearings of Color Blindness,”  
 See also discussion of Ryerson’s warnings about colour blindness in  

 “The Ontario Medical Asso–4, 1891,” 






  







  the Board’s







 











1888, Bickerton acknowledged, with some regret, “the difficulties in the way of obtaining

ature are great.” 



  Thomas H. Bickerton, “Colour Blindness: Its Present Position In The Mercantile
Marine Service,” , September 3, 1887; Thomas H. Bickerton, “Sailors And Thei
Blindness,” 
Bickerton, “On The Association Of Shipping Disasters With Colour
Sailors,”  Bickerton, “On The Utter Neglect Of
The Eyesight Question In Board Of Trade Inquiries Into Shipping Disasters,” 
October 19, 1895; Thomas H. Bickerton, “Colour Blindness And Eyesight In The Mercantile Marine; A
 Rules Of The Board Of Trade,” 
H. Bickerton, “Colour Blindness And Defective Sight In The Mercantile Marine,” 
September 23, 1899; Thomas H. Bickerton, “Remarks On The Holmgren Wool T
The Detection Of Colour Blindness?,” 
 This progression can be seen in Bickerton’s contributions to the 
 Bailkin, “Color Problems.”
 Bickerton, “Sailors And Their Eyesight, Including ColourBlindness,” 1038.







“causes unknown” and asked, “May not bad sight have accounted for some of these?”

  









ore, but the mysteries of “causes unknown”





of imagination for holding “the offici



the press.” For its part, the Board maintained the position that “an exceedingly small

— —

been so far traceable to this cause,” to which Bickerton retorted, “with such logic it is

evident that the seagoing population is between ‘the ––––– 

”



 

 

 on, “On The Association Of Shipping Disasters With Colour
Sailors,” 623.
 Bickerton, “On The Utter Neglect Of The Eyesight 
Disasters,” 960.
 Bickerton, “Colour Blindness And Defective Sight In The Mercantile Marine,” 773.





 



——

    

 

 

 









 

 

 “s

 inherited experience … not merely technique

but art.”









 

  
  (Ottawa: Queen’s
  






an area’s waters; the

 





  









 





  

 

   

 





 






 






  

 

 Bay of Fundy …
    
  
 
 
    
 




  



 
    
 … 
 
     
 
 
  
 








 





  
  







   

     

 



  

 









   — 
    

—

— 
  

 
—







  

“resisting” modernity  

     

  





   

 

 





  

    



   

 —





 





 

  

    

  ’  



 

      







    

  









   





 paper titled “Graduates of Schools for the Blind and Their Needs.” 





   

was a crucial one, arguing it was “a great mistake to allow our graduates to drift to their





reliant.” 

 “populous cities and sparsely settled country districts offer few opp



be made in the smaller cities, towns, and villages,” depending on the particular trade the

  

   





 C. F. Fraser, “Graduates of Schools for the Blind and Their Needs,” in 
 
– Discussion of Fraser’s paper, 16–
 Fraser, “Graduates of Schools for the Blind,” 10.
 Fraser, “Graduates of Schools for the Blind,” 10.









 







  











   



  

—

children from rural communities for training that would make them “active, self

supporting citizen[s],” 

—







  
  





  

 





  

   

   

      



 

 

 

 

  



  



  ded in the School’s casebook. Nova Scotia Archives,
 

 

 ey Reaume, “Disability History in Canada: Present Work in the Field ats,”
 –
 Wright’s work, often co

 tt and David Wright, “Community Care and Its
Antecedents,” in 
–
t, “Treating the ‘Idiot’ Child in Early 20thCentury Ontario,”  





  

 

   



 

 





 









  

contextual and that the “social process of disabling” is historically specific.  

——



   

 

  

–90; David Wright, “Getting Out of the Asylum: Understanding the Confinement of the Insane in the
Nineteenth Century,”  –
   
 Like Davis, my subject is primarily the “discourse of disability” as a historically
 
perspective in a way that does not necessarily fit with Davis’s model. See  –





      



today to be dominated by a false model that posits a “binary 

” 

 





  ——

  

   

 —

  











Although formal metrics for defining “blindness” did not exist, visual impairments were



 

 

 Georgina Kleege, “Blindness and Visual Culture: An Eyewitness Account,”  








   





specific conditions such as nystagmus, cataracts, and most prominently “atrophy of

the optic nerve”—



 



 

 

  “atrophy of the optic nerve” were  



 School’s  











   



 
 
   
– century France, “poverty,







 



 









 

   

 e School’s student

 



  , “after one school year’



have him remain in the Institution.” 

 Like Jarvis, West’s

ignorance, lack of hygiene, epidemics, dietary deficiencies, and unsafe work conditions” were the leading

——
  
 
   

 Richard Bowden and Stephen Jarvis were each noted as “colored” in their entries in the casebook. It is

   k’maw
 
 







student of the School for thirteen years and “was discharged after years of patient training

to develop his intellect.” His  notes that “his trai

returned to his father’s home in Halifax.”



 







  

public resources. It is troubling to speculate about just how “idiocy” may have been

 

  





boy, the same label granted him “years of patient training,” despite the explicit





 Jarvis’s experiences with the

  

 

     

 











 

      

    

  

    

      

 

  

  



   

 . One of Legge’s jobs was to recruit young people to attend



——

she provided parents with what the School’s annual report in 1900 called “some practical

   

 Janet Guildford, “Fraser, Sir Charles Frederick,” in 
–
L. Pearce, “‘Fighting in the Dark’: Charles Frederick Fraser and the Halifax Asylum for the Blind, 1850 
1915” (Masters thesis, Dalhousie University, 2011); Joanna L. Pearce, “Not for Alms but Help: Fund
Raising and Free Education for the Blind,”  
–  






tips for how they should be brought up.” 



attending the School would “enable graduates to get jobs, while at the same time

working class.” 



formal education, “the blind child without education is doomed to live a life of idleness,

and to be dependent upon others for his support.” 

  



    

 

  

   as “ove

powerless to help themselves.” 



“productive” members of their families and of society at large.  

 on to “fathers, with wives a





 

  
  
  
   
   







dependent upon them.”    

  

   deserving and undeserving poor. “Wives and

children” were understood to be legitimately dependent on “fathers,” who ought not to

 the domestic realm it was understood that “infants

and growing families” were dependent on mothers who ought to be able to attend to their

“daily duties” independently.   , blindness “undermined

n unsettling ways.” Blind men, who were “thought

incapable of earning a living sufficient to provide for a family” were discursively

      “disability

—

—but without a social payoff, …   ”

Kudlick adds, “

 were deemed unmarriageable.”

’s aim was to challenge these stereotypes 

  



 

     

  
 ick, “The Outlook of   
Century America,” in 







that the program would “educate [the adult blind] so that they could go about their daily

avocations,” rather than becoming “burdens to themselves and to others.”  

 noted that “those now helpless and a burden, will be made cheerful, self reliant,

and self supporting.”  

   

 

produce “active, selfsupporting citizen[s]” who could “win for themselves honest and

honorable livelihoods” and who could take up or regain their proper place in the liberal

 



“blindness” in the period.



 



     

 

  

Fraser wrote, “It is with the utmost difficulty that we ascertain the whereab



 See the numerous newspaper clippings collected in Charles Fraser’s scrapbook. NSA, RG 14, Series S,
  
 
  Nancy Fraser and Linda Gordon, “‘Dependency’ Demystified: Inscriptions of Power in a Keyword
of the Welfare State,”  –

   









training.” Fraser noted that he regularly received the names of blind children in the mail,

but he also knew that others eluded him. He added, “This is particularly true of those





to enable them to attend the public schools, are not classified as Blind.”





    

Fraser to “find”   



event that they encountered a child without “sufficient sight to read ordinary print and

attend the public schools.” 



as “young people so afflicted with respect to sight or hearing as not to be able to make

 school.” 

children would “probably live miserable, ignorant, and useless lives, being a burden to

themselves and others in unhappy homes”  y sending them to Halifax, “they may

 happy and able to earn a living for themselves, if not for others.”

  
 
   
   –





In his search for potential pupils, Fraser’s working definition of blindness was

 broad: he sought children without “sufficient sight to read ordinary print and

lic schools.” With this definition he attempted to dispel 

 “otal” blindn  





 

   

that many children who qualified for the School might in fact “see light or move about

”  

applied. Elsewhere, the School’s definition of “ordinary print” was “print an eighth of an

inch square,” but the distance from which a  



Teachers were repeatedly reminded that “the province provides for such children

 

neglect to deprive a single child” of the advantages offered by the residential school.

 

canvas their communities to uncover any children “hidden from public view by parents

who did not know” about the “special training,” “comparative luxury,” and “

modern buildings” awaiting their children in Halifax. 

    

 Kleege, “Blindness and Visual Culture,” 187.
 
   
   





     

 





  







herself as blind and her success “passing” as sighted following her diagnosis as legally

blind at age eleven: “I did not use the word. I was not blind. Blind people saw nothing,

only darkness. … That was not how I saw myself.” 

  

  interlocutors insisting that she is “not really blind” because she

 



passing as sighted from childhood through his teen years. He writes, “Legal as my



pretty good sight …. I could see, even if it was just a little, I   

, my identity.” It is particularly notable here that one reason for Michalko’s behaviour

is parents, to the idea of his being sent to “‘blind

school’ several hundreds of miles away from home.” 

   
    Kleege, “Blindness and Visual Culture,” 187–
   









  

   

“blindness.” 





 

   

   has argued, “the presumption that disabilit

  

challenged.” Instead, disability must be theorized as “part of a historically constructed



circumstances.”   



   

  the “disabled body” is a recent   

  

  

  “…

fewer people can meet expectations of ‘normal’ performance; the physical (and mental)



  –
  







paced society.” 

  



“geographies of disability” Gleeson   

 “compulsive socialisations” of industrialization, “the material





member.”   

 

   

   
    
 Douglas C. Baynton, “‘These Pushful Days’: Time and Disability in the Age of
nics,”  –64; Joshua St. Pierre, “The Construction of the
Disabled Speaker: Locating Stuttering in Disability Studies,”  
–Wendell’s comments also bring to 
transformation of time under industrial capitalism, in which he observes that the “more humanly
comprehensible” taskoriented pace of peasant labour is perceived by “men accustomed to labour timed by
… to be wasteful and lacking in urgency.” on, “Time, Work
Industrial Capitalism,”  
 
 notions of “productivity” were central to nineteenth
   
Taylor, “The Right Not to Work: Power and Disability,” 

   
 
Larry McCann, “‘Living a Double Life’: Town and Country in the Industrialization of the Maritimes,” in
, ed. E. E. Douglas Day (Halifax, NS: Saint Mary’s
–113; Larry McCann, “Seasons of Labor: Family, Work, and Land in a Nineteenth
Century Nova Scotia Shipbuilding Community,”  –
l, “Missing Canadians: Reclaiming the ALiberal Past,” in 

–73; Catharine Anne Wilson, “Recipr
Neighbourhood,”  –





    

  

 





 

 

 



   

flexibility extended beyond the demands of labour. Nora Groce’s study of the island of

Martha’s Vineyard in Massachusetts provides a concrete example of adaptability in a

  

Martha’s Vineyard had a high incidence of hereditary deafness and Groce shows how this



 

 

   

    

 

 

  
  Everyone Here Spoke Sign Language: Hereditary Deafness on Martha’s Vineyard






having written sooner: “During the past few months I have helped to put up a barn, to

 

plenty of work for me, so you will see that I have not had much time to study books.”



, while his description of his involvement as “helping”



 

  would have understood himself as “disabled,” eve

 



Fraser’s difficulty in locating blind candidates for schooling was due, at least in part, to



—

of ability. The “social process of disabling” for people with vis



  



   

not “disabled.” The School had to invent the blind in order to fi



“blindness” in the nineteenth century. For adults, the vague requirements to “read

” or attend school were not applicable. It seems 

  







Society was simply that they were perceived to be, as Fraser put it, “powerless to help

themselves.” In the absence of another coherent explanatory model, it was a lack o



 





—

  



 

  

  

 

 “censuses are not ‘taken,’ they are …  

reflect but that also discipline and organize social relations.”  “

practices that the census aims to record have not first been disciplined …, informants

may be incapable of offering reports” that fit into the accep

  

had not yet been “disciplined,” and therefore it often evaded the enumerator’s gaze.



   
 –







from the province were enrolled in the School alone. “It is evident that these return

ar from accurate,” he remarked. “





print.” 



   

e same instructions, simply: “[these columns] 

sufficiently explained by the headings.” This absence of specificity is particularly notable



disability, “Unsound Mind”:

 heading ‘’  
 
  
 
 
  






 

particulars: “It is not necessary that  

  
  Manual Containing “The Census Act” and the
 
 Manual Containing “The
Census Act” and the Instructions to Officers Employed in the Taking of the Third Census of Ca








.” The special instructions to use “delicacy” when inquiring about





 

 Although these instructions do not exactly confirm Fraser’s suspicion about a

bias for “total” blindness, they do nevertheless confirm the “selective and disciplinary”

nature of the enumerator’s gaze. 



 

 omeone was “blind.”











 







   
 

 

  







 



 category of “blindness” suggest a set of criteria that extended beyond their physical



——









  

enumerator changed his mind; Rushton’s occupation was initially recorded as 

  

“blind” often precluded also recording them as employed, obscuring many productive
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 “undisciplined” forms of

 







 





sical impairments as he “appeared to have no use of his hands” and he

was sent home from the School in 1888 after an unsuccessful, “long and patient” two

 





no occupation while the grown sons of their neighbours were listed as farmers’ sons or

 



 

   
  
  
); Inwood, Kris E. and Richard Reid, “Gender and Occupational Identity in a Canadian Census,”
 –
 





ensus records such as Rushton’s and Corbett’s might be read to suggest that









  





  

  

     



in order to determine that he did not qualify as “blind.” 



  

 







 



 
 





  

 This new status also rendered him “blind.”
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 two men also “made” them blind. 





 



 

  despite Fraser’s admonitions, this remained a 











   

graduates of the Halifax School for the Blind could move in and out of the state’s



—
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Fraser’s concerns about life in “sparsely settled country districts,”  

   

  Again, these “facts”

 



 



  





 







 

Carrie Sandahl and Philip Auslander have argued that disability “is performed (like

gender, sex, sexuality, race, and ethnicity) and not a static ‘fact’ of the body.” They

emphasize that for people with disabilities, “

performance is … not a theoretical abstraction, but a lived experience,” and suggest that

 Fraser, “Graduates of Schools for the Blind,” 10.





we might productively think of disability “as something one  

 .” 



Butler. If, as Lennard Davis argues, the “disabled body” is a recent invention, Sandahl

  







performed “blindness” in ways that were comprehensible to the broader public of the





    



    with the “pitiable …

ute helpless dependence” that was  



  
    
     
  
— 
   
  
  
     
  

 Carrie Sandahl and Philip Auslander, “Disability Studies in Commotion with Performance Studies,” in

 
 





 
  
  
  


       

 



  





“Those 

become well known.”    





 

relationship to infirmity and dependency. Fraser acknowledged that “it is more or less

  

    

    

    

  ” 

“t  ” in this respect, including personal introductions from the

  

 Fraser, “Graduates of Schools for the Blind,” 10.





 



instruction. He was adamant that his graduates should join “some local society,

organization or brotherhood” in their community. 

 



  

—

ites, “n 



taken for granted since the beginning of organized education of the blind.” 



  

  

 



icians more broadly. He writes, “a

 



 Fraser, “Graduates of Schools for the Blind,” 10.
 Fraser, “Graduates of Schools for the Blind,” 11.
   
   


  






 ” 





 

 warns that “n



away from the ‘aesthetic’ stage and inducements to prestige, potential careers, 

professional lives.” 
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briefly. His entry in the School’s casebook note   

“preferr[ed] 

remunerative.”   



   

    

Taylor’s     

 toured the “country districts of the province,”

  “delighted audiences” and “ encores” in “packed houses” from Cape

  

 



the Taylor Comedy Company … gave a most admirable concert at Temperance



 



ndly loaned for the occasion …. The Company deserve large houses



 

 
     
 
 
  Rowden’s study of
  















 





 

 

 

 

 

Taylor’s regularly toured the province’s small towns and villages, playing to audiences in







 

 

 

 lor’s own 

 On itinerant culture in rural Nova Scotia, see Sara Spike, “‘Photos of the schoo
others’: An Itinerant Photographer Pictures Rural Education in Nova Scotia, c.1912” (Masters thesis,






 

 

Taylor’s concerts and perhaps used to advertise his shows in advance. The image shows a











—





in the early twentieth century, during an immense boom in the medium’s popularity.













 







uld not have been seen as a “freak,” but cultural tropes about mendicant





 

term success, and notes that “the ability to normalize oneself, and thereby create the

space in which ‘entertainment’ can take place, [is] a more self

ntensive enterprise for a blind entertainer than it ever is for a sighted one.” 

“disadvantages” that Fraser highlighted with regard to his graduates’ ability to integrate



 

   

    

      Taylor’s

    
NYU Press, 1996); Jane Nicholas, “A Debt to the Dead? Ethics, Photography, History, and the Study of
Freakery,”  –
  


  
  
–  
  





  



 Taylor’s 



  

 

correspondent to the newspaper advised: “As this company goes from place to place



 

money’s worth.” 

  

 

 Above all, then, this postcard represents Taylor’s



d Auslander write, the goal of the performer “is to become an

active maker of meaning, rather than a passive specimen on display.” 

  



  

  





  
 
 Sandahl and Auslander, “Disability Studies in Commotion with Performance Studies,” 3.









Taylor’s letter, like all the others in the booklet, conforms   Fraser’s own

    “a happy, useful life,” using Fraser’s exact

 Taking up the “battle of life,” no reason to complain, a happy life: just as

Fraser had promised, here was evidence that his students were “cheerful, self relian

self supporting.”  

 

 

letters are further performances of blindness; Taylor’s description of himself emphasizes

    

 

 



—



  



—Orland Slack’s chicken hatchery, for example, or the successful retail



 
 Charles Fraser’s scrapbook. NSA, RG 14, Series S, vol. 1, #1. 

 
Kudlick, “The Outlook of .”
 Kudlick, “The Outlook of ,” 202.
 











 

 

School she wrote, “I teach music and make fancy work and get along very

comfortably.”    

  who received an “enthusiastic encore” in Lunenburg, was in

  was “possessed of a soprano voice of fine

”   

    

 

  

 













 

“music’s perceived benefits with regards to discipline, marriage prospects, domesticity,

 
 





and child rearing” for sighted women, alongside fears that such knowledge might

  





smates. Fraser regularly emphasized that “the young men and women trained here are



willow basket makers.” 

for performance: “as a business proposition … piano  

 

virtuoso.”

 

the School were not music teachers; most lived “at home,” where they contributed to



County, who was a “bright, intelligent pupil” and who graduated in 1897 as a Fr

teacher, supplemented her income by transcribing books into Braille for the School’s



Longley, of Green Harbour, Shelburne County, “learned knitting, sewing & raffia work

… found a ready sale for all the articles made by her.”





 Madelaine E. Morrison, “Domestic Harmonies: Musical Activity in Southwe1920”

  
 Fraser, “Graduates of Schools for the Blind,” 10. 
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the “show” of sparks in the air around the ship in Barr 

 







 

   

   that the “visual culture” of a society is
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  analysis of A. H. MacKay’s unique phenology
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Webster’s performance was not neutral; he did not only seek to gaze upon the eyes of 
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